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iml J never kept any ace,mill of
p.'oliablx thive pair of colts cost no
iiu•• bi keep than mie pair ol horses.
In
-sinm.a
their keep xxa- pasture xxitli a
.piart .a oats ,a meal per day only, hut
a
Wei.
ilxx ax brought int, their-table
at night and fed green eut t.alder with the
.tiler hoi-e1 kept fexx of them over the
iillio
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.id

in's :. i. ix big more demand for
than 1 eared
-apply unless 1 got

them

xx

price lurtlnuii. 1 hax, ~ol,l a pair
•>f xerx nearly matched txxo year olds.
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rat I.* *1* t rained to drive double
xvliieh eost me a year
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colts taken at random: the
xx "tild be too
long, as 1 had uprag, I nan eight to ten i-olts at
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eost
l|„

-old

Weillllillg.

at

2 years

cost
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to,

it 2 1-2 years old for sist.i
One yearcost .*(
-'old
I 1 -2 X i’.i.’s old for
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t »ne x<'aiding. eost s7u. sold at 2
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'..arold l
I'xxo weanlings, cost
>•"'
: -I \ ear- old iiir >_’o0,
Id si
is : ixvo colts. a- the one above
lie
in,ait: aed. ,
-ting >. wore purchased

xvho used to keep his stock in
oiiditi' in. and boasted after lie
sad sold them that 1 would soon haven
"II pie o! deai 11'ol;
file next \ ear, lioxx
x ei.
they xveiv sold to make room for
•thers at a x erx protitable price
I think
1 have give; a hinti to some of my brother
isiiiiers how
•_> kieping their ex a-xip,ai.
inmest penny and achey niax
r.an a
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cry

man
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a

Grass

Crop.

at the

Rhubarb.

March.

keys;

In the snowing and the blowing.
rile (urmantown Telegraph says a g<>od
In 1 he cruel sleet,
word for rhubarb. There is a large class
Little flowers begin their growing.
who arc fond ot this: “it is among the
Far beneath our feet.
earliest green things; and, though no one
Softly taps the Spring, and eheerlv.—
classes it among the choicest ot horticul“Darlings, are you here?”
Till they answer: “We are nearly.
tural gilts, in the abstract, yet on account
Nearly ready, dear.”
U'f its early growth it will always be esj teemed.
Its earliness being one of its
“Where is Winter, with lti> mowing?
valuable points, a place should be selected
Tell us. Spring.*' they sa\ :
Then she answers: “lie is going.
for it where it will get all the advantages
< ioing on his way.
of early spring suns. Some people help it
1'oor old Winter does not love you.—
by putting barrels over the roots. This
But his time is past?
out
the
cold:
is
as
rhubub
and.
the
Soon my birds shall sing above you.keeps
Set you tree at last!”
stimulated to grow by a very little heat,
the natural warmth of the ground brings
it up if the frost be kept out
Then the
Belling the Cat.
barrels help to blanch it a little, and it is
not quite so sour as when left to grow
Valentine I Lardy, aged twentv-four.
naturally in its own way. Rhuhard is poor might he considered a favorite of fortune.
stuff when stringy, and it i- the aim of He had a
good appearance ; a nice little
good growers to have it as pulpy as pos- income, paid him In a grateful nation for
sible. Therefore the soil is to be made six hours' attendance
daily in the Water
very rich indeed—as good as manure can Department of Somerset House, was
make it
ut
When grown
this way. even supplement.-d by an almost equal amount
tin- outside is tender, and it may he cut up
accruing trout private property, and he
for use without even peeling, as is so often had married the object of his heart's adorj done Some varieties are, however, more ation, one of the prettiest girls in nil F.ngtender than others.
There are lour pop- land, to wit: Felicia
Hope; but (that
ular kinds which, when well grown, are plaguy conjunction generally steps in a!
all ot about equal value.
These are the an aliovt—hut Felicia's mother bail
per] Victoria, Rimiu'iis. Magnum lionum. and manently taken up her abode in the neat
I’rinee Albert.
The Rinnanis is the best little house at liayswuter which \ aleutine
known, not because it is any better than had provided for his living treasure.
j the ihhers
named, hut simply because some
Felicia was the only offspring ot her
I men who happened to have a large stock mother's union with the late ( olonel Hope,
ut it some veal's ago. hit on the brilliant of the Bombay. X. 1.. and had left India
i idea ot
pushing it oil' as the'wine plant.' but a year when mischievous l'lipid threw
and thus a demand was especially created her in the way ol'Val. Hardy.
They met.
J for thi- one. thereby cutting out, by this
they loved; he proposed, and she accepttriek of the trade, other men who ed him. It was quite a love match: N'al.'s
I brilliant
had large stocks ol the other varieties. income was not sullieient to make it worth
Only the 'hinn.-ens' was thus made the Hie while of a dashing brunette to wed
true Simon l’nre
Rhubarb is very rapid- him solely for that : and, one the other
ly increased by cutting an old ‘crown’ to hand, .Mrs Hope had but just enough to
pieces, if these are split downward, on a maintain her position in the world.
Felicia's mamma was still in what some
line witii the growth of the root, every
piece of root will grow, though it be split persons term the prime of womanhood;
into a score ot pieces: Imt a piece of root she was not vain enough to think she
will not grow unless there is a portion of could pass for her daughter's elder sister,
the 'er '« n' with it. The crown is the up- but lew would have taken her to have
Her husper portion or leaf-bud. just under the reached the age of forty-two.
ground. It very large stocks be desired, band. twenty-two years previously, had
tin* plants should not be set too close. A fallen in love with her tender brown eves
the
root to every four square loot is enough— and rose-tinted checks: even now
that is to say. the plants should grow two eyes had not lost their old expression, and
feet from one another every way
As the though the hot Indian sun had driven
rhubarb is a gross feeder, if they he put away the former fresh, healthy look, leavCloser than this they will likely starve one ing in it- place a tint more subdued in
tone, Mrs Hope was still a very attractive
another.
Drizzled colonels and tanned
woman.
ma

Domestic Receipts.
1'kvino \ UmisTiiAiv.
Perhaps, says
the < icrmantown Telegraph, the very
worst thing to do with beet is to fry il.
Not that beef cannot be fried so that it will
In palatable anil wholesome, but it seldom
if ever is.
The following mode, recently
offered, is the best we have seen, and if
carefully followed, such fried steak may
be digestible :
••( 'ut thin across the grain : pound v, ell ;
—

jor-

who knew her

amiability

w oman-

ly sympathy, and devotion to their dt-eea-ed comrade,, had more than once hinted
that the matrimonial market was -till open
to her. and jealousy and heart-burning had
reigned in the Jittle settlement ot Borrioboolali (Ilia, up the country, ere the
t'olonel
widow and her only child resolved to return to Kngland
But Mrs.
Hope smiled sadly and shook her head ;
she was deaf to all flattery; the citadel ot
her love was impregnable, and her future
now was bound up in the happiness ot her
child. At one time—;oon after the < olonel
and his wife arrived out, when her spirits
were less buoyant than they had been of
late years—there was a rumor that, had
her wishes been consulted, she would tar
rather have been the spouse of :i certain
civilian in Kngland than have journeyed
to India the bride of Colonel II 'pe. Thihowever, was only a rumor, born no one
knew where or how ; and when her new
acquaintances witnessed her assiduity to
her husband, and saw the color returning
to her cheek-, the rumor died away in the

riu* Jir-i and must important use d a heat a skillet with sufficient butter, bird
gra" crop is is jiivM-rvc. ami if po—ible
or. what is better, melted tallow : fry unnrivasi* the fertility ot the soil. These
i
covered as quickly as possible without
|
-nil- are attained in two ways: by resting
burning,
turning several times with a
tin* land l'nmi incessant grain-growing, and knife: when
ot a light brown, place on a
by providing a -tore of manure with tin* dish previously warmed: spread a little
id
the
animals
ted
on
the
droppings
gras-. butter over, and send to table immediateBoth as a rotation and a fertilizer, the judicious eulliiatioii and home eoiisumption ly."
d grass are of immense value.
The two
I'uii.n Patties. Mince a little cold veal
phrases, ‘•judieiouseultivatiotf and ••home aad ham. allowing one-third ham and
mean
a
great deal. two-third- veal; add an egg boiled hard
eonsumpiion," however,
Seeding down while tiie laud i- in good i and chopped, and a seasoning of pounded
condition, top-dre-sing if there are sue- I mace. salt, pepper and lemon-peel: moistees-ive eutliligs taken off. mowing at the 1 en with a little
gravy and cream : make a obscurity in which it had arisen : certainly I
propei season, curing in the best possible good pull-paste; roll rather thin, and cut it had never reached the ears of Felicia.
manner, an* c. mpi'liendi d in the l'onicr
The day Yal. llardy sought the consent I
into round or square pieces : put the mince
phase, wiiile feeding i• all to the stock of between two of them, pinch the edges t• of .Mr-. Hope to the marriage was probtarm. eking it out with roots and grain to
keep in the gravy, and fry a light brown. ably one ol the most miserable tin* trio
make it go a- far a- possible, and using
Yal. (who really was a
1 hey may also be baked in patty pans: in had ever spent.
tic utmost and wisest economy in regard
that ease, they should be brushed over -ott-hearled fellow, despite his burly form
to it. a tv comprehended under the second
with the yolk of an egg before they are and thick moustache), when lie witnessed
lo make a variety, the emotion of his future mother-in-law.
phrase
put into the oven,
Another use of a gra— crop is to lessen oysters may be substituted for the ham
considered himself one of the most des
and lighten farm labor
While ia grass, Fry the patties about fifteen minutes.
Mrs.
picablc creature- in the world.
land needs no ploughing, and in this counIlope, amid her tears, told him ot the
try. where the growing is so short and
sai sai.k Di.mit.inos. Make one point i
yearning love with which she had watched
hurried, tlii- i a lim-t Important consider- ot llour, and two outiees of drippings or tile growth of her oifspring from infancy
ation.
Every farmer should aim so to chopped suet into a stiff paste, by adding to childhood, and then to blushing, bloombalance and arrange tie* work of hi- farm ju-t
enough water to enable you to knead ing womanhood, and how she hoped Unit
that while tile whole year should In* con- the whole
together. Divide the whole into they might have spent many future yearsecrated to industry, there should lie as feu
twelve equal parts, roll each ot these out together: at which the young lover felt
great rushes as possible. The strain ot siillicicntly large to be able to fold up one his own eyes moistening, and stammered
regular moderate, sy stematic toil, is tar pork sausage in it, wet the edge of the forth the suggestion, that, though Felicia
less than that "t excessive effort now and
paste to fasten the sausage securely in, and was about to become his wife, the mother
then. Moreover, many are compelled to as
you Finish off each sausage dumpling, and daughter might -till remain mnlivdcd.
hire it certain times because ul tiie urgency
it gently into a large enough sauce- lie called upon Felicia to aid him in his
drop
ol work, that must lie done just then, who
pan, containing plenty of boiling water; pleading. The young people knelt before
mi a better
plan might dispense with the when the whole are finished, allow them the distressed matron, wiio.se face was
hiring, to tie* advantage of their prolits.
to boil gently by the side ot the fire for one buried in the sola pillows, and the result
i1‘iieiv
a!- a mechanical effect of grass
hour, and then take up the dumplings of this little episode was that when Yal.
on soil- ol a certain texture.
They loosen with a spoon from the water, on to a dish, took his leave at. night it was a thorough
aerate and mellow them,
it we include and eat them while hot.
understood thing that Mrs. Ilope was to
tin* clover among the gra.-.-cs. a we iairmerge her home into that of her daughter.
Bitkw hi.at Cakes. A lady oonvsjxindYal.Vs relatives were lew, and were
iy may in treating of tin* use- they sub- !
-erve. their long tap-roots are
eminently ent of the Rural New Yorker gives the scattered over various parts of the world :
serviceable in mechanically improving billowing as the way to make “the host so he confided—lor a young lover must
till lands
A similar influence is exerted buckwheat cakes in the world
disclose liis hopes and l'ears to some one—
when -oil is plowed under. Every farmer
Take three tablespoonfuls hop yeast, many of the aspirations of his heart to a
j
kimw- intu what nice condition a soil i- four teacups buttermilk, one teacup warm certain Herbert
Price, who chanced to liebrought by tin* rotting ol a good green- water, a little salt, a handful Indian meal long to the same social club which Yalenward Jh:-u 'lild lie i-\eu nil we perei'pt i- about three teacups ot pure buckwheat tine in his
early manhood had been inIt* tliau it i-. if we k* pt oi r grass land Hour, mix all
together in a stone jar. and duced to join. Price was many years hiin higher condition by top-dressings of set by the tire to rise.
to
When it begins
friend's senior—indeed, he confessed lie
well-rotted farm-yard manure and artificial look like bread sponge, set it away in a was over
forty—and. tnoiigli their occupafertilizers.
cool place (to prevent it from souring;) it
tions were dissimilar—Price being a conSjMiiiking'still ol tin* el.o ers, there is no is then ready for use, and will make cakes tributor of “leaders" and “review-" to a
-mall store el wealth in their blooms. that saleratus ones cannot be compared to,
newspaper, and having to work hard tor a
I hose of tliem that are accessible to the and more wholesome, loo.
There is as limited amount ot
pay—a certain sympa•little busy bee," as are the wiiite and much difference between the two kinds as
thy, speedily ripening into friendship,
al.-iki* varieties, in this country, the great there i~ between nice raised bread and
sprang up between them. The journalist
-"Hive ol tin: iionev-y ieiil.
A completely saleratus biscuit. If the first named cakes was a bachelor,
living in musty chambers
stocked (arm will have its apiary as well were used there would be as much differ- in a street oft the Strand, am! Yal. knew
■is itpig-siv. sheep-fobl. and ii- poultry ence between the persons who eat them nothing of hi- early career, friend-, or
yard, and there are none of tin* live stock and those who eat saleratus ones as there connections, hut whenever that young feltbut will yield a more profitable return is between a robust, healthy person and a
low was in any strait lie always found
than these untiring' in-eet workers
Price aide to put him in the right road to
[Can- dyspeptic.
ada Fanner.
extricate himself. To him, therefore, one
The human evening in the smoking-room of the LonT in. 1'out hi a House.
Useful Suggestions.
hand has often been taken to illustrate don Wanderers. Yal. communicated the
fact that lie was about to lie married, and
Sllis <"-sl'u 1
cattle-breeders ill Kurope Divine wisdom—anil fcry well. But have
that his betrothed's mother would take up
'in* niiila.sse.s isni-iaiitly lo fatten cattle you ever examined your horse's foot ? It
is hardly less curious in its way.
Its parts her abode with him ; to which responded
A large Kerman farmer
.uni milcli cowthe ashes from hi- brierive- a pin! a day. mixed with oil-cake, are somewhat more complicated, yet their Price, shaking
root and refilling:
is
and
obvious.
The
hoot
i" hi- eon -.
their
milk.
simple
design
largely inciva-ing
“It'll never do; you'll find all sorts of
Wherever good land i.~ in a fair slate of is not as it appears to tin* careless eye, a
little things at present undreamed of crop
mere
I'
lump of insensible hone, fastened to
tiiity, afld lias heen manured occasionto disturb your happiness. Of course
dly rinvcr sod plowed in the Fall and ex- the leg by a joint. It is made up of a series up
it makes a difference the lady being your
po-. d to the cold of Winter, or plowed of thin layers, or leases of horn, about,
wife's mother, and not your own : but take
immediately after a crop of hay is taken boo in number, and nicely lifted to each
and provide for the old lady in
»lt. or. -till better, it' the crop of grass is other, and forming a lining to the toot it- my advice
some other way."
plowed under about the time it i- in bloom self. Then there are as many more layers,
“But she isn't, an old lady. She's a roOld left until -ceding time, will nlwavs belonging to what is called the “coffin
bone." and fitted into this. These are elas- bust. active woman, fond of taking a leadyield the be—t crop of wheat.
in all that is going on. and
By means of the drill, wheal i< sown tic. Take a quire of paper and insert the ing part devoted to us both.”
thoroughly
-ante
leaves
one
into
those
of
another
all
the
one
and
If
the
by
depth.
regularly
“That's where the mischief lies. She'll
<ecd is good there need lie no allowance quire, and you will get some idea of the
that she
made for wastage as in sowing by band. arrangement of the several layers. Now he so anxious for your interests
won't let either of you have a moment's
the
horse
rests
on
as
is
of
the
acre
bushel
and
a
hie
many
peek per
weight
plenty,
I don't want to nipply
and, if the grains he small, one bushel, it elastic springs as there are layers in his peace. However,
a wet blanket for
four
is
any of your plans, which
feet—about
all
this
con4,1)00—and
planted regularly and at tile proper
have doubtless been well considered. I have
depth, and it all has an equal chance to trived. not only for the convenience of his
my advice, so now suppose we
'o.w and to fasten its roots
firmly in the own body, but for whatever burdens may given you
change the subject.”
liy drilling, fertilizers can also be be laid on him.
But Val. Hardy, despite sundry disa'""oi at tiie same time.
inward promptings, remained
A I litliful
greeable
a well selected
of
billowing
How to make (inviTiNi; Wax. Thomas faithful to the plan lie had himself proplan >l general farming will always be
'Take posed, threw up the society of the London
followed by larger profits, at the close of Mattersun, Pennsylvania, writes:
mutton tallow, four parts resin, Wanderers, got .married, and on the ex-'
a
long series of years, than will the follow- two parts
three parts beeswax ; melt the tallow first, piracy of the honeymoon, brought Felicia
ing ol that sy-tem which attempts to
and
the" beeswax and resin into it. to their new heme in Minerva terrace,
h'oin
one
change
specialty to another, as Whenput
it is all melted, stir it all up and finding everything prepared fur their rethe prices ol the dillerenl products
vary.
work it, over. ception, and Mrs. Hope thoroughly inL utils that are iver-toeked not only yield pour it into cold water and
Jf there are lumps in it, mash them stalled.
tiie
but
animals
le-s food,
pastured upon
with your thumb and finger. The longer
The position Mrs. Hope had assumed
them make a le-s y ield in beet or milk than
it grows. she
firmly maintained. Solely to save the
when the stock is in proportion to the ca- you work it the more sticky
When it begins to stick to your hands, put young people trouble, she had taken upon
pacity of lands for producing it.
some tallow on them.
Work it till it is herself the entire arrangement of the furStagnant or foul water is injurious to as
sticky as you want it. Put it in a tin niture; she had been engaged in wordy
all animals.
It causes blood-poisoning,
lor contests with the landlord relative to sunand thi- leads to many febrile complaints, pan with a cover to it, and it will keep
a number of
years. I think it is as good dry details of whitewashing, paper-hangand is one of the great causes ot abortion
as
sticking salve to put on any sores. Some ing and painting, and, of course, had carin cows and other animals.
put in more tallow than they put ried her every point. The servants were
It is impossible to imagine any occupa- people
in resin or
beeswax, to make it softer to other own engaging; she had decided
tion more suited to si lady living in the w'ork
in cold
but if there is too upon the butcher, baker and milkman of
country than that of poultry-rearing. II much tallow weather;
in it, it will melt and run the neighborhood to be patronized; a
she has any superfluous affection to bestow, out in
warm weather.
I have had forty gardener had been spoken to relative to
let it be on her chicken-kind, and it will
years’ experience in grafting, and used a periodical visits to the small space of
lie returned cent per cent.
number of sorts of grafting wax. Some
ground itt the rear of the house, and had
Where were your children bom?” ask- people put it in hot water, and make more already planted the flowers Mrs. Hope
ed a census taker of a Corkonian mother. trouble than there is need of. I wet my thought most suitable; in short, all F’elieia
■•Tim was born down stairs, sir, and finger with my tongue, and don’t find any and Val. had to do was to return to be
the wax on. 1 put a welcomed
in
by their happy and now allBridget in the attic." wa the lucid an- difficulty on putting
the end of the graft
little wax
Airs Hope kept the
swer.
powertul mamma
■

—

■■

comer oi

square, or on S-.-ntt square, both
of which are almost at his door. I think
that his property will bo found to consist
solely in his residence, library, pictures,
and household matters. I will bo a pity
to scatter the library, and lit" Boston Public Library might properly acquire it intact, unless some disposition lias I,ecu
made by will, with his other ollects. lie
has a single book which cost three hundred dollars, llic illuminated prayer-book
of Margaret of Anjou, and he had designed to lecture last fall in order to buy
another book which would cost tifteen
hundred dollars
lie is said to own the
Bible of John Btmyan with a true autograph aid the authors memoranda, tincopy of Burns's verses called “Bruce's
Address,'’ and many siu-h interesting souvenirs.
He was by all odd- the most
scholarly man of liis period in public life.

Lafayette

How I Raised Horses.

Having lot .-ex oral y ears kepi mures
up"ii my tain; lor tlm purpose of raising
Mis, I tiiseox eii il I hat il was more prolitalile to h i my neighbors keep the puares
while 1 raised the cults
l tumid that, on
the whole, the money ami lime cxpetiilcil.
lie
Irun
ami the attention needed,
’a lore tli- eolt was able to look alter
itself,
xx as the
greater part of the cost of the eolt
until il became a horse. 1 thcrelore eliaim'eil m\ plan.
1 disposed ol my mares and
kept gelding' tortile farm xvork, thus "vttiug riel f a vast deal of trouble. Then
when my neighbors needed sati or so at
any time, which they very often did, they
could alxvax s .,1. me a
yearling eolt. or at
east a xx eamal mie.
l! xx as not long tietore my reputation a- a
buyer of colts became spread, and I
had my pick of
tite colts w ithin
d<• n mil, > around. 1
mad* a -lied w
r.o-e boxes In feet
1 could keep a
:i
oil
i x■ 11
•.pi ii.
>a r of
oh
1 a .si them during the xvinie
r
,! and a fexx oats, just as
in;.:;:
e fed
the feed 1 leing either
s xv,
r eut e .m—talks, and meal
•i: saeai oatli a:
xvitii xa easi,anally hax and lino il
I curried them daily, and gave
..
111-1 a
.oil
much attention as a grown
ix
-ii .id June, and many a poor potsi..ed iiogh eted creature, xvliieh 1 have
iekt d Up for 1 "ling lest it might die. 1
oe In ..light roiu a I into a
thrifty, flourish
When a pair mat.-lied
tg In rpretty closely I pm tli an together, and bv
t rail
m
iuriaa i. asure times early,
ken t'
light work xvitholtt
i: .'ill.!.'
I., tii'ii
W hat they ate was really

better spot for it than at the

iiu

Faun, Garden and Household,

Mrs.

Hope

ordered and

dispensed they

mounted the box-seat of

an omnibus,
solitary, hopeless life, and my pecuniary
rattling along the busy resources have not improved to the extent
thoroughfares. Before the young husband they should during the progress of so
enough. had. concluded extolling the virtues of his many years. l>ut, were it possible, 1
The doling young husband had no thought wile,
they had arrived at -Minerva terrace, would wish to regard the past as a dream i
ol anything or any one but his Felicia, and in a few minutes Price Has in the from which we
have just awakened.” Iband did not want to be bothered with
presence of the winsome little woman paused, but she knew the words that were
household details, while Ids beautiful 1 “who had so
completely enslaved Valen- upon las lips. “Blanche,” lie murmured,
spouse regarded her mamma's efforts w ith j tine's atVeelionx Mamma, it appeared, “may I renew the vows made you in mv
token
of
thankfulness.
bv
and
Hut
had gone to the West Knd. to bill'd the youth?”
every
by came a change. The fervid sunny day s great leminine duty of ■•shopping.’' and.
1 he moon was now high in the heavens,
of summer y ielded to the chills of winter :
having several rails to make, w as not ex- and shed its tranquil light into the little
the opera season was at an end; there pected home till 7 o'clock
The mere an- garden. The reunited pair had retreated
wen:
no
pleasant walks of an even- nouncement that Herbert Price bad been to the shadow of the grotto, but, as
ing in by-paths of Kensingrou Hardens: 1 >r many years a faithful friend of her Blanche Hope raised her eyes and looked
the dower shows were over, and it w:v husband's was
enough to insure for him a into his with all tile fond, hopeful trust of
cheerful after tea to sit by the warm tire- baity wa l, mu
from Felicia.
The gray- former days, he knew his question was
side and enjoy the comforts ot home. At haired cynii
wm
by her bright smiles answered in the allirmative. though no
lhi- period was it that Felicia began b
and simple grace, eon reeovereil his self- sound broke the stillness of the
night.
realize that she was little move than a visi- j possession, and ere an hour had
“And you will be ray wife, darling:1”
passed
j
tor in her own pleasant palace, while \ al
Her voice, subdued to the faintest murbegan t.• ivlh-ei that slier all, perhaps his
made
the
that
the
real
suddenly
discovery
j rxpeiiriirr ol womankind had not been mur, but loud enough to reach his ea“vr
of

In point ol' tact, Mrs.
was mistress of all she
surveyed.
Now fora time this was pleasant

everything.

Hope j and

were

the household was his mother- siitticieiit I" warrant the outbursts of
The young couple would not at -pleeu iu which he had
in-law
often indulged I
lirst acknowledge the mistake they had t respecting the -.ex.
!
committed: but, on one special occasion,
»ui
Manly, von are a lucky man,'' he I
after .Ilf
.Hope had had a particularly aid, vvlcn atliw I.•:i lie two tiicn strolled
fatiguing day of it, and bad scurried the into the garden.
servants from room to room until symp"I.
Wile
i->
li. lining,
continued
toms of rebellion became apparent in the
l’i
!i' die inherit- her virtues from
lower regions ol the house.
\ al. ventur- In
mother yon hav
nothing to complain
ed to hint to his wife that lie thought it
would be better if she look a more active
Weil, yon will sum have an opporpart in l c domestic arrangements, at tunity of judging for yourself, for, if I
which lh !icia burst into tears, and admit
Mistake not, that i- her knock,"
replied
ted that lie felt disappointed at not being
I alentiue as the echo of a rat-tat tloated
allowed hovsell to hold the reins of gov- Trough the h.nise and
along the garden
ernment.
What was to be done
Mamthe grotto in wliieh the friends were
so
ma was
kind and considerate in relict
seated, dud as \ al. and his friend were
iug her of all worry and harass, and then, about to leave their liiding-plaer, with the
iew id entering' tin* imu e. l tr dini
again, mamma managed the servants so
igwell. Ilotli husband and wife readily ad- t"*'tu wind w opened and the forms of two
mitted that all Mrs. Hope's ervicos were ladies w ere-ecu descending the veranda
like those performed by the celebrated
•V|'S.
Alt- (iargery., solely out of "that good"He may a wdl remain where we
ne-s of her heart :
still, the slate of af- are." aid Val
pausing, -fa see. the
fairs was not satisfactory
Weeks passed ladies a re about t" join us
on. and the situation remained unaltered.
I 'resent ly felieia and her mother apOnce, indeed, \ al. had, at breakfast time, pi'.aehed, and \ al. went
through the
timidly hinted that lie thought it a shame s|eie"ty ped lorm of introducing his com
so much
responsibility should be thrown praion t,« .Mr.-. Hope, but no inoner did
upon Mrs. Hope: hut she would not let the Words ".Mr Herbert Brice" escape his
hint linish his sentence. A tear rose to lit>- titan she
grasped her daughter's arm.
her soft brown eyes. and. placing her hi.!
suddenly drew back a tew paces.
hand upon hi-, she murmured,
No, dear
■Mamma, dear." cried Felicia, startled
Valentine, do not think 1 feel auv weight le. the sudden movement. "what ails
of care or responsibility. It was by your Vi. ! ?"
wish 1 came into this Mouse, and the
"Nothing—nothing, my child," murthought of living with my child after she mured Mr- Hope: "a spasm—nothing
became another's lias made me inexpress- nr re. It i gone now
t\ ith the sound id her voice Herbert
ibly happy. For years past 1 looked forward with dread to the day when her Price'- cheek lln-hed. and hi- heart beat
hand would be sought in marriage, and v i dftit!V, I le wa
at the back id
the
when my eyes would cease to be gladdengrotto, and lor a few .eeniids leant against
ed by her pre-.mr but at occasional and tie1 woodwork for
support. The -etuiperhaps long intervals. You, Valentine. darkness wliieh prevailed concealed tin*
di-sipnt. il my fears: s|i,. is -till my child, a; .tali.m "oca iotted by the accents of a
and. though 1 have resigned her to your v.'-e wlto-e
every note had once thrilled
care, she i- no more a
-tranger to me j hi- ml. but which he had never expected
than when -hr rested upon my bosom. U liear
again, tyuickly recovering hintAll I do in this house is a pleasure to me j sell.
however, In advanced, and bowing i
I feel 1 am working for those I love, and j
stithy. -aid: -If I mistake not. 1 knew:I
! strive to
relieve them of vexatious M*s
Hope when -he bore another name."
care."
"Ideal* me, low strange, mamma,''said
At tin' kind-hearted \ al. ami In- wile
"I 'au it
be possible that you
Felicia
protested that any idea ol'separation from ki.w Mr Price before volt were litartheir dear mother wa~ fart here 1 front ri, .1 ?"
their thoughts. .Mr- Hope's little speech
is not mi-taken.'
Mr. 1T i■
responded
was. however, nut yet at an end: when
Ijetoi <■ i wedded ya alr tatilei
M* Hop.
her children would allow she resumed, We often met."
her voice now somewhat tremulous :
II
*iie\ ing a -io n made hint by his guest, \
1 thought eitln r of you wished nte gone 1
\Tlentitie drew to the side of hi wife, and
would not vex you with tm presence an
taking her arm aid. "iVrhap- Felicia,
hour longer.
Deny me the privilege ot two -iii*Ii 1.'li.-'-parted Iriend- may have
and
1
tor
am
miserable: let m.left to
working
you
a
It other, and we may be
ty t
me go on easing your care-, and I have
The young man has never
in the may
attained the extent of im desire-.
All. I
y.
a..mpivh. tilled how IV 'tit the few
now. silly ones, tell me you were mdv ; Word-,
pal.ell on either side, he lidt that !
laughing at your poor old mother
hi mother in law and Herbert IV.ee de- i
she i-o-o from the table and clasped tier sired to lie alone. It wa one of those inj
daughter (now. ol course, in tear ) in liei Mi active thoughts that ismie but seldom in I
arms, gazed wistfully in Valentine's lace
a lit" time
a thought
upon which we at
The young husband felt a guilty llti-li ri e "li.-e act without, further consideration,
to his cheek, but he had not tin? courage i eluaa hdi iio sih'li impui-e, 1 >ut calmly
totel! her the truth. Apparently satisfied,
j mhmitted to the superior w ill of her husthe l.looming widow resumed her -eat. liand. ami together they entered the lions,..
looking once more a- bright, fresh, and
For a lew moment the elderlv pair left |
beailtitu! as a -imuiler landscape lit by the In the
garden were silent. Herbert Price
rax s of t he morning sun
-till too.! by the entrance to the grotto,
She's a splendid creature." said \ alI l"pe cmaitmil a lew feel from
while.Mr
entini' b Itim'elf, as he set forth upon his
him, nenain- ly de- tro ing a half-Ido-'smiled j
B\ -love, if I was not ne e she had
oijrial Untie
j
ju t gathered
the husband ol the daughter I'd wed the
"I tech" iie aid, "that nine explana- ;
mother."
tion should be made id mv presence.
The same afternoon, by mere accident.
be.-n ai-piainled with Mr ilardv |
!
Yal. met his old acquaintance. Herbert Having
fur suin'' y ears, i came
his invitation to
Trice.
Since the evening the latter had lie introduced to hi by
wife and home. |
given the young lover his memorable ad- Bcliive me, had 1 expected to meet in !
vice they had not seen each other. Price Mrs
Hardy's mother the Blanche Tressell |
was too much of a man of the world to
1 once knew, no power, no intlucnee in the j
:
feel any pique at fading to receive from
wh'ile world .'.mid have persuaded me to
his club crony any intimation “I the lielu.'iv
lb- -poke thickly, Ins emotion i
change in his life; -o when Hardy otlered betraying it-elf in ev ery word he uttered, j
him his hand, they were as great chums
i
sai.
ir.'lidded a though aguewhin' hi
j
again as though they had parted but the -trirkeii.
i
dav before.
I do bidieva it, for i know it t" lie the 1
jp.
Well, old man." -aid Valentine,
Mr. IV.ce- Herbert—1 merit all
trull
all come about ju t :e- you said The mothcor'.i and
reproach : but were volt j
er's a good soul, but an awful bore. Won't you'
1 with the circumstances which
aeij,taintt■
a
and
let my wile do
treats
single thing,
led ta my conduct twenty-two years since !
me as though 1 were a pet spaniel of a
would look w.th an extenuating eve I
you
She's so duced kind and
scarce breed.
my crime e'en though you might not
upon
considerate and of such an amiable dispo- lie able
to forgive me.
Shall 1 proceed'.1'’
sition that you can't quarrel with her."
Sir involuntarily' drew toward bin but
of
the
most
awkward
kind
■■.Just
mother- he made no movement, ave a slight jn.
|
in-law to deal with."
elination of tii head tor Icr to continue
“Exactly. If she was a violent, cantan- her -'dory.
I
v
kerous old woman I might give her a bit
wiMiup
>!» Ulrl
lit »pf !
•Hi: m'inif
of my mind; whereas now. whenever l
1I
\va
involved
in
debt
a
lather
;
deeply
iny
combination i|i cmninoieia! mi fortune-,
attempt to hint that it would be quite
well if my wife took the management of
nim
deeper and deeper into the
dragged
the house into her own hands, 1 feel as slough id' bankruph'V. and lie knew that an
though I w en- an accomplished prisoner, accident might anv day lead to a diselns- jI
just about to five mv victim the finishing lire c I the true state of his ati'a'rs though
dose"
not vehemently opining ray betrothal'to
"I see your poMli.ni, ivmnrketl 1 lire, j
you, lu took care durii g yin r absence in !
me
of
tin1
old
I
aide
of
“and it reminds
ths ! Australia, whither yon bad
gone on a ;
mice and 1110 eat."
special mi-ion connected will the journal
•■What table i tiiat
upon which y on were engaged, to advocate
“Listen. Once upon a time there wa a the claims or (’cdomd Hope, then home |I
colony of miee, whose eager desire h was | troiu India on Inriougli. Your rival was I
to make a sale raid upon a certain heap of as,sid,ion in his attentions, and if he was
In the same barn, however, dwelt ! nine!) older than
font.
myself, could boast of a
a
particularly watchful cat. and when handsome income in addition to his pay.
sundry of the rasher miee entered to di-- j He became a lavorite with lm father, and
port themselves upon the coveted grain, i was a constant visitor. Hay by day utfearful was the ha\of made in their ranks. ;
tenipts ueie made on all sides to under< ouiieil alter council was held, anti at ; mine
im
constancy, lbr 1 loved von,
it
was
determined
that
length
something Herbert. truly, fondly, with all the fresh ij
should he done in order that token might election <d' building womanhood. One i!
he given ot the cat's approach.
A laril- day. worn and harassed with business <|is- !
J
i
limit idea then struck a spruce young! appointments, my father lay
upon a sink- ;
mottseling, and springing upon his hind bed, dangerously ill, the doctors despair<
legs, he said: -What if a hell were pit! in;'; of Ids recovery
'ailing me to his
around the wily creature’s neck !’
For a
side lie dei hired that naught could
bring
brief space the novelty of the scheme
peace to his last moments bill the promise
struck the council with admiration. Then that 1 would become Colonel 1
tope's bride.
rose a gray-grizzle mouse, practical and
Terrified and heart-sick, 1 gave my band
front
the
end
of
It
is
whiskers
experienced
to your
rival.
Shortly alter that mv
to the tilt of his tail, and gravely said: lather died.
Though 1 dared not write to
•What my young friend has suggested is
you, I hoped that you would have returned
most creditable to his inventive faculties, to claim me.
lint the months passed;
but who’s to bell the cat?'"
Colonel Hope's leave of absence was on
“Ity Jove, you’ve hit it, old man. the point of expiring, and he sought the
Come down ami see our cat—1 mean my fulfilment of
my promise. A week after j
mother-in-law—and judge for yourself the our
marriage we embarked lor India, I
extreme dillieulty of my position. Keturn
where I remained until a vear after his
with mo this evening.”
death.
1 had never heard ol yoh in the inter“No, no,’’ pleaded Price: “I’m a bashful
old fellow, unused to the societv of val, and deemed that, like
myself, vou luul j
ladies.”
wedded another. To my husband I was a
“1 won’t take a denial.
Call for me at laithful, true wife; he knew
my love was
the Water Department at a quarter to not his, but lie was satisfied with the re- I
four.
We can have a cosev chat this spect and consideration I paid him. Tor
evening, and wind up with a lriendly rub- yon, Herbert, my love has never wavered.
ber.”
It lias lain dormant in my breast for years,
Herbert I‘rice hesitated, and was lost, but with this
meeting has again sprung
lie liked Valentine Hardy better than
any into life with all the freshness of youth.”
of his casual acquaintances, and at length
bears sprang to her eyes as she extended
was induced to promise that lie would acher hand to him.
“Let me beg, in concompany him to Bayswater. The journal- clusion." she said, “that the laet of our
its shunned and affected to despise female
engagement in years gone by may be kept
society ; but beneath his somewhat rough from Felicia. I would not wish her to
exterior and bluffness of speech there was know the, reasons tliht induced me to wed
a chord which vibrated
with wondrous her father.”
resonance whenever the sound of a certain
“You have my promise, Blanche,” exname rang in his ear, and awoke sail anil
claimed Price.' ecstatically grasping her
painful memories—memories of days long hand and holding it within his own.
departed, when the future had seemed “Save what 1 am compelled to tell Valentinged with the most roseate hues of tine, no word of tiie past shall escape my
promise.
lips. It is a secret locked as securely in
When \ al. rushed off to resume his my bosom as in
yours.”
#
duties, Herbert Price wished in his heart
“And can you forgive me?”
that he had not that afternoon met his I
“On one condition onlyx”
He. felt her
young friend; but he had given his word band tremble in turn as bo drew her nearthat he would spend the evening with him, er him, but she made no
attempt to withand accordingly, at the time appointed, draw it
Blanche, 1 have long lived a
director

1

■■

••

■

■

The

soon

gave* lortli an aoqunwiMil response,
and, clasping1 her in \u< arms he ki--e«l
her forehead
\\ ell.

1

aid \ alentine Hardy, when a
hour after lie aeeompanied hi- i
triend to the omnibus, “who could liave I
rrij!c«><] (lip tjivji pypjit[turn t:\l\Cll? I'V'-Mli
me Felicia shall never know of your engagement jn early life; but I trust volt'll
both decide no* to live tar from us Mv
wife and i will miss the mamma awfully.

eouple

Then
ter.
man.

oi

bursting into a hearty roar of laughVal. exclaimed :
“By dove, old
r/nn'i-i heltrit the rut
Curiosities of Superstition.

Dead

Senator.

l'om-.s;mintrncL- yf

The

(mipliic.

Masiuncton, Marrh Id Tlie flat Mr.
Sumner appeared lor the last time in the
Senate, when I had the mournful pleasure
of looking at him at the moment the resolutions of censure were proclaimed a- expunged by the Legislature id Massachusetts. I also paid a visit to the old
IHA.UK

ol

DANIIU

\\

1 lislIUi.

where he resided sixteen year.-.
This
holt i—or rather two houses, which were
then thrown together—has been altered
and a third 'tory added, although the line
ot demarkation is plainly seen in the
gable,
so that the
eye has no difficulty ill restorthe
The
was
owning
premises.
property
ed by Mr. Hellcn, who married a ladv inhabiting tlie White House with his kinswoman. Mi'. John (hiinev AdamMr
Webster hild tile place adapted to serve
the purpose- of a line residence and also
of hi- extensive law practice
It stands next door to the 1 nitarian
Church, on 1) treet. amongst the offices
"I city lawyer:.
A door on the right has
been let into the wall to give access to
the law office, which was Air. Webster's
library, a room probably forty left square,
with glass doors.
This communicated
with tiie parlor on state occasions, and
directly behind the -mall pa-lor was a
huge, awkward dining-room, which had
been enlarged tor big dinners lo earn
ing
it back under the hall
stairway, and then
creeling a sort ot ha t screen o wooden
arches to di-guise the elbow 'byoe of the
place I rom the dining-room and libran
" iudow
a
large garden, m which the
box-hush remains, and where a fountain
has been added, suggests, rather than exhibits, the once elegant surroi tiding-.
Webster was prodigal with houses. Besides this establishment lie had ..state
of Marshfield, a New Hampshire estate,
and a town house in Boston, thus affecting the style of an Knglish lord. He was
consequently impecunious, and often compelled to do almost dishonorable tilings
when in straits.
Tor example, some of
his Boston admirers bought the property
afterwards inhabited by \V W. Corcoran,
t ie banker,
facing the lhesident's house,
t" make a home tor Mr Webster, but he
w as com pelted to use t h<- mome ii another
direction, and it- donor- felt that they had
been swindled. Had be lived in the ( r
curau house hr woimi has*oeeupied one
ol the four corners oi Lafavett*
-qiiurc. uMr. Sunmwr had another.
liven house
surrounding the last-named square is historical. Baron kmdener, Lord Lyons,
Mrs Madison, Cummodore Decatur, i ’ommodoiv L \gcrs. Mr. .Reward, Mr. r.dtax.
Mr. fickle.', (ieneral Belknap, < Lateral
Townsend. < arl Sehur/, ( ieneral Kwell
Mr. Sumner, (.ideun Wells. Thomas Kitehie. and many others have lived in rotation in that series of dwellings,
irregular
and picturesque, but'generally modest.
Another point worth remembering ithis: (diaries Lanina
who is brotiier-inlaw ot Benjamin l‘erie\ Boon*. was as intimate in life and at the death-bed of Mr.
Webster a Major Borne was close to Mr
Sumner,
fhese two men are still living
in Leorgotown. and it is not improbable
that Boon* will do a literary service for
Mr. Suimier Mich as I.unman performed
tor Mi Weli-tor in
eolleeiing his Marshfield h*t: er for the New York l ini•

1
Bonis Napoleon in his will emphasizes
the solemn declaration: "With regard t"
my son, let him keep as a talisman the seal
l used to wear attached to my watch." This
piece of fcticism would appear to have
formed yet another Hide between the imperial exile that has passed from our midst,
and those Batin races whose cause he atl’eeted to represent, whose superstition he
certainly shared. Indeed, the ancient Homans degraded a priest because his mitre
tell, and unmade a dictator bocaii-e a rat
squeaked. ( .osar crossed the Rubicon, because on the opposite bank, he saw a man
with a line figure. His nephew felt confident ot winning the battle of Antium, because he met a peasant
by the name ol
Nicolaus mounted on an ass. Widscv was
warned of his doom bv a orozier-head :
Sejauus, by a flight of crows. l)r. Johnson
objected to going under a ladder. .Montaigne avoided giving his left toot prioritv
in putting on his stockings.
Alexander
was believed to have untied the Hordian
knot with a .-lice ot his sword, for good
luck's sake Augustus wore some portion of
a sea calf: <
'harlcmangc. some trinket of
unknown value. Mohammed was all fate:
Bonaparte, all star and destiny. Cromwell
believed in September J and Bonis XaSulla called himpoleon in December
self Felix, the favored child of fortune, and
Timoleon turned his house into a temple
of chance. Alexander, if we may credit the
account given by Quintus Curtins, wan
terrified by blood flowing inside hi- <nidiers' bread during the seige of Tyre in
J:!'-’ B. C. His seer, Aristander. fore-aw in
this ctllux of the vital stream out of the j
commisseriat a happy issue for the Macedonians : and tile warriors thus never took
Tyre. From the year 1004 the alarming
spectacle of the bleeding host and bread
as
well as the bewitched bloody milk,
k \\i
sev eral times in each century,
gave -implc
-Ml'. Sumner earned tin- right t-- In !
folks a scare: thus it was noticed in J “C i.
named and compared with Daniel Webuniler lThan IV at Bolsena. not far from
ster by bis greater purity
and honesty.
( iv itia Yceliia : and
lias
taken
thiRaphael
:
Nature ue\er gave him -ti'-ii
for the subject of his picture.
Miraeuleo although
of mind and body.
Instead of the
de Bolsena," which i- at all -vent- a mir- gifts
| great, moving ox-cy cs ot \\ i-bster. lie had
acle of the pencil.
small, unimpressive orbs of a pale, light
in Bis:!, when Ilenrieh Win Billow decolor
He wu- neither nimble in wit nor
tile
and
elmreli
of
-troyed
Wilnaoh. of
village
nuieli hum- r. and the open-air life >.f
of
blood
were
to
mid
drops
eight days atter- Webstet and In love of
jogging in bywards on the host placed on the altar. But
" ay s. lihing on the cod banks am. trampthe victims of superstition hav< the bump
ing u the mountain roads, resembled
of casualty remarkably developed, and,
t ’harle-m
Sumners rr-vt rent
in 1410, thirty-eight Jews were burnt to nothing
svle.ilnstie'i-M. which would poke into a
ashes because they had tortured the concathedral, o
ra'i-vanl, >r parchment
secrated host until it hied. Again the sight
book, but are, little gi\-i n to w alking,
was seen on the Moselle in bv_’4 : and in
! never to riding, and spent nearly all of
ISIS the famous Khrenberg analyzed the
life at the table, in the library. and in his
terrible portent. Alter stooping with his
Senatorial chair.
-tains
over
the
red
on
bread,
microscope
Ill both men w u- a well of gentleness
and
this
savant
declared
cheese,
potatoes,
and pun nature, but Sumner was impetthat they were caused by small monads nr
uous w here Web-ter was
merely dramatic.
vibrois, which have a red color, and are -n 1 lie
grand rhetoric w hich came naturally
minute that from bi.lioG.OoO.ijoO to SS4,to Mr Weirder anti the attendant
74tl.00o.o00,Obo distinct beings adorn tin- nation which beamilied it until hisimagiarguspace of one cubic inch. I'nfortunatelv. ment seemed to o\ erareh the
storm-clouds
when, in 17>lo, thirty-eight Israelites, a
like the rainbow became at last a poet's
we have seen, were burnt to ashes, no
trick, raid he was halt conscious of
scientiiie Khrettberg existed to point out to easy
the iinpo-iti.ui.
Sumner believed whattheir superstitious butchers that what they
ever he said, and believed the whole of it,
called a proof of the consecrated ho t beand fell himself unable to
hi- lull
ing tortured until it bled, was merely due beliet. His style was tineexpress
and classical,
to aggregation ot
red
insect-.
hungry
without originality
Being a bachelor,
[('hamber's Journal.
his wants never degraded him.
although
had lie lived with a large family as sumpAnother Jackson "Yarn.
tuously as lie led himself his nose might
Says tlir American Historical Record: have been at the grindstone and lib pride
Tlic late Peter llagner, for many years less uniform and imperial.
t hird Auditor of tin* Pnited States I rcasHIS IIABITs.
ury, appointed originally under Washing
It i- a mistake to suppose that he wa- a
ton's Administration and continuing in the
temperance man. lie did not use tohae.
Treasury Department until General Tay- *co, but w u- always a lover of line win-',
lor's Administration, sed to tell tin* iol- and much of it
Hi Boston friend pr
lowing characteristic anecdote of l'resi- | \ ided him with many a cask and basket,
‘-It seemed that some
dent Jacksonami I never tasted an inferior glass ot
politician had hern long making efforts to wine in his house Hi- palate took a wide
have Air. llagner removed to make a place
Nivi'isa and Spanish light
for himself lie discovered that Mr. llag- range—from
wines to port and Mmieria ami the best
uer, many
years before, when General clarets of l'ranee and
Hungary He was
Jackson was in the army, refused to pass a
very great eater, and liked sweetbreads,
certain of his accounts, amounting to some
game, large hot joint -. and the mountain
slJJMiu, for want of sufficient vouchers, mutton of the Bull Bun am! < ’aloetin counwhich in* had lost in an active campaign.
lie breakfasted light and, I think,
Armed with this information he approach- try
ate no Uimli. but, when he returned from
ed the General, and made tlu* unfortunate the
Senate, consumed two hours at the
mistake ot proposing to him, that if he
table, and then -at up by a drop-light,
was appointed the account could he auhis mail, reading and talking,
dited and paid. This roused the ire of the opening
until midnight. His religious belie! was
t ieueral, and threw him into a violent
pas- Harvard I'nilarianism, but lie had
great
sion ; he called his servants to turn *the
regard lor the orthodox fathers in the
internal scoundrel out of the house,’ami Puritan.
Lutheran, and also the Catholic
directed one of them to go t.> Mr. llagner Church
1 never heard him express reand order him to come to him instantly.
It
pulsion lor anyiioily or anything dead
Mr. llagner was quietly sitting in his oflicc
was t
the credit oi' hi- memory that some
when he received this peremptory order, foolish
adversary brought him to write in
and immediately obeyed it. lie found the 1*7:1 that
he had nothing' but charity tor
General walking up and down the room Preston S. Brooks,
lie always called
in a violent passion, and tin* first salutaWebster the “great Daniel." ami with a
tion he met with was. ‘Give me your hand,
cheerful twinkle, a- lie recited the easy
sir: you’re an honest man ; I respect you;
way Webster had of overthrowing the
you did right, sir, in not passing my ac- Free-soilers when he put on a new suit of
eount. 1 lost the vouchers. 15y the Eternal ! clothes ami stalked into a
Whig or mixed
to be insulted in my own House.’ (it course caucus. "When wc -aw the
'great Daniel1
till this was Greek to Mr. llagner The come
in,” said Mr. Simmer on two or
affair had happened many years before, three occasions, “we knew we had
gone
and was entirely forgotten by him. It was
up.” I presume Mr. Sumner looked upon
some time before lie succeeded in quieting
Webster as a sort of Boheman. always in
tin* gentleman down, when he asked him
pawn to some interest. Ipteerly enough,
what it all meant. The General then told
they were two South Carolinians who
him the circumstances, adding, *Go to your fastened the affections ot Massachusetts
make
office, sir;
yourself perfectly easy: upon these two Senators. Hayno and
there shan't he a hair of your head touched Brooks. Brooks is remembered w ithout
as long as I have the honor to till the Presiacerbity .even bv Kepublicans, and I have
dential chair.""
heard it. generally said that he was a handsome, kindly fellow, who looked upon
How to Kkki' a Situation.
An ob- Mr.
Sumner, as did nine-tenths of the peoserving correspondent in the Western Ku- ple of the country at that day, as a sort
ral gives the following hints on the sub- of moral monster who
designed to foject:
ment insurrection.
Be ready to throw in an odd half hour
ms i ami:.
or an hour’s time when it will he an ac15ut it is with the colored race that
commodation, and don’t seem to make a
merit of it. Do it heartily. Though not Sumner will always enjoy the lull measure of his fame—more, 1 think, than
a word be said, your employer will make
any
a note of it.
Make yourself indispensa- white man that ever lived; more than
ble to him, and he will lose many of the Lincoln, who had no great passion for
opposite kind before he will part with negro company. -Mr. Sumner died suryou. Those young men who watch the rounded with the colored people, and
clock to see the very second their work- Wormier, the caterer, who had often
ing hour is up—who leave, no matter gratified his love of good food and also
what state the work may be in, at pre- taken his part against the President, was
cisely the instant—who calculate the extra as near him as anybody in the world. He
amount they can slight their work, and is remembered in Washington by a magyet not get reproved—who are lavish of nificent school-house, with rich Renaistheir employer's goods—will always be sance tower, where his name stands out
the first to receive notice, when times are in gilt letters, while his portrait is within.
dull, that services are no longer required. While he was dying, l Ike, the best artist
we have, was putting the last touches upA noble sacrifice of life to honor was on a splendid portrait of Mr. Sumner for
that of the Baltimore negro who promis- the Ilaytian Government.
A statue of
ed, the other day, to drink a quart of Mr. Sumner will doubtless be erected
whisky, if his companions would pay for jointly by tin* colored people and Massaehusett men at the capital, and there is
it, and kept his word.
..

..

■

••

■

ins

lroi.si:

is gcui-ially said to have been a gift trom
his wife's father-in-law, Samuel Hooper,
who did not approve of hi- son's behavior
in depriving the widow of her annuity in
This house,
ease
she married again.

which uas a wide celebrity, was built bv
a Mr.
Kennedy about 1807. in conjunction
with much other property, and it cos',
above s:!o."Oi.i. After Mr. Sumner took
it. Mr. Corcoran built the Arlington Iitel immediately next door, and bought
tlie next residence behind, i: 1 order I
provide a ladif-s" passage to the ide street
Thu- Mr. Sumner had a sort of 'urret o
bastion tower in the angle of a huge pul
lie house, and lie rein ed to sell at tin- ad
his triends, well aware that such ,.
vice
house could nrn-i depreciate, ii 7 worth
-me respectat least >y.n,nno, and lias in
the best positional the capital, flic tiveiire p:\vedwithasplialtiui:.
i-u both sides
a

beautiful

tilled with elm- i- mule-

park

the bedroom window, the stinlniiesu
the broad front of brick in the morning
and then drops into the trees ol the pai
where it lies all the summer day -, ma
t he arrany
ing radiance without heat
lnetu of the house i- that of an elega
mbachelors' club |i.r half a d- on
The door is in die middle of If
men.
broad front. To the left is the parlor. I
the right a sitting-room, mil through tl
sitting-room a dining-room appears Th
i
tin* basement,
servant- are In-low
and a green yard surrounds the dining
room
'file stairway goes up :,i an am
from tin* end of the hail, and arotu i
the turn of the balustrade is tin- library,
which is celebrated for tie- piodigal prfusion of book-, statuetteengrav ill"
busts, and manuscripts
\mongsi ti
modern characters wli'n-h look .-ill from
Wii
tin- walls are Bright. C'obdeu. Hen
ter Davis. Agassi/. Longfellow, and ( a-t
'there are engravings of lolui
lar.
Bologna, the Kmpcror Mareits Amelin
IV-ussaint i'Overture, dolni Banyan. John
Hampden, and John Brown. 1 regret
that 1 never made a list of the queer thingin liii- elegant apartment, which is light
ed I--, three windows and looks out upo:
Mr- Madison's liouse and tin* cab-stand
1

ami

in front -T tin- Arbngton
over
sunnier'- bedroom
at the southeast corner, and
set of walnut furniture worth

equipages

Hotel.

Ml

his parlor
contains a
about live

-me
hundred dollars,
ea-y
Here lie died two
chairs and paintingtv hours after he was seized with lit-urai
gia of tin- heart. There were sour- -ad
and lonely circumstances about his fate,
but it is useless to disguise tin- fact limbi- career was finished, and tin-vigor of
hi- body had sutiered sm-h inroads that
He wa-aware
his head was a little old.
of his decline, and all his iatei ---un er -i
tiotjs were oi

i:i:.\uxts< i.m

last time 1 ever -poke wilh him
was nearly one mouth ago. when i -p--v
tin- evening in his library with Mr Aim
Walker. Mr. Pierce, M <
dropped
lie relati-d i'"-eit-eumlor a little while
stanc-.-s of hi- lir.'.t visit to Washington and
taking dinner with the Judge.- ->t the Su
1 published tum-ii o, what
jnviiie ( oilrt.
in- -aid on that oeeasi u in l lie (,rapid
Mr. Mimner -■ unnmnicated i- tin- tin* pai
tienlars of hi- quarrel with Mr. Fish, a I
V-• man
took a whole evening to do
was more
respectful or uure-ervi-d with
journalists, and lie wa never quit" lbto understand how a man in -itch a pro
lb wa
fes-ion could abuse a ■•onfidenee
t the ( ;•<
a reverent and true friend
Wasliington. a-id loved it -an-ely btlian Boston. The Admin! '.rat'- n paplittle"t a
to-day says that 'he wa :•
fin-

to be a -tale man. u -I to mm :
Titerstatesman to be a polite ian
is something in this, but il v, ill hardly d
to say he was no politician who e- -tild l-e-r
both the Whig and Democratic panic

politician
ot

a

and. without,

a

previous public

career

or

lortune, get the seat of Daniel Web-te
ami three tinn-s be re-elected to it
Ills

influence in Massachusetts

was

greater

ai

tin* moment of hi- deuth’tlian in the heigh:
lie routed tin
of his public servicePresident in hi* >ant-- Domingo p :

and compelled a hait-wiHing Uepubi!--..party to adopt universal suffrage -.ind T
rights. Wlien Chairman of tin- F< n
eal--u-. pr,
A flairs < ouunittee he was
dent, industrious, and ol inch nt witty
-,
that the combined exclieijm-i

sovereign

in

Kurope might

ha,

-a

l'er.-d to him with-mt exeiti
liensiou of any Ameriean it:/,-'
Death of

a

Literary Cu:.

From tlit* N»*\v 'i ork i

11

i!.
the
wm a
y wa
may be necessary to say tli il
i' ... n
a eat which On twelve
year
l tic 1
been a real terror to tic no
Imne office.
she was hoc t mi I ami
amiable, and hud :m aolnwin. -c lad. 11. a:
which latter fact was dem.-d ;cr j»>-. u!i
name.
It was never sati-fact wily known
whether that tail \\u- an ahiiormal de
velopment, or whether a had neen nut iin.
It
wa
lv docked in infancy
genendi
believed, however, that the caudal up
pondage was a natural characteristic ...
the cat—born with lev -o to speak. Stun,
py inhaliited the compi'-iic room of tic
Tribune, and though ha. i g u rig
’•sit, made herself coinl .rtahle and wc
She
come at the ease of every compositor.
a
was not exclusive, but, duriu
long an,i
peaceful life, she bestowed her munpar\
a- a
distinguished Senator sheds hi- m n
! hiring
ey, on the just and on the unju
the eventful period of her connection
with journalism, Stumpy wine-.I ma o

Stumpy i< dead

1.

changes. She saw the rise and fail ..| It,
publicanism, gazed undismayed on lilac
Friday, rejoiced at the end of the Kobe!
lion, anil serenelv saw the ty pe- -et to at

the world all of the great event
have happened during the la-:
eighth of a century. When the old 1 r
Imne building was demolished she watched its fall, brick by brick, her attitude "i
pensive observation beingonly interrupted
by the appearance of a fugitive .at. i.
wlihh printing office pest she remained,
lip to the day of her death, a terror and
scourge. Though not a literary cat. -I.
was the cause of literary effort from other
During the twelve years ot her life she
was acquainted with a generation of Tribune editorial writers, and verses in her
honor were written by men eminent in
letters, among whom such poets as llavard
Taylor and others were glad rft shine. 1 hfriends and acquaintances were anion:those whom the world has honored ; and
her modest subsistence was derived from
.1 fund regularly subscribed by the com
positors ot the Tribune. Sic was not
tiouuce to

which

linger superfluous: and on tic morning of February 20, after seeking a scclud
cat to

ml retreat in which to shullle off this mortal coil, she waited until the paper had
sic too locked
up her
gone to press, when
form in death's embrace, and, in the dark
ness of the stereotype room, breathed her
last. She was a faithful public servant,
an honest cat, a devoted friend.
Peace to
her ashes I

Another 1 ;uly

assures

I'.otte that the above

improvement.

the C'iuciunatti (,u-

receipt

is

capable

of

She says:—
In the use of buttermilk or other sour
milk in making bread ol any kind, soda
will be needed to neutralize the acid in the
milk in order to render the bread palatable. With tliis addition 1 see no reason
why the formula given should not produce
good cakes. Here, however, is something
better; Take of sparkling cider a sufficient
quantity; one teaspoonful ot soda to each
pint of cider; salt to taste; stir in pure
buckwheat flour enough to make your
batter as tliiekas you desire, and bake imsome

mediately.

"Whiskey CVesade.

Th**

The Quaking Maintain*
Know ii.u Ti:nv. March tM. For the
excitement
Temperance is the last twenty days the greatest
of
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Ban.;ok, March 55.
•lor of the day i:i Bangor, anil to-day has prevailed lor a distance
twenty-live
of
Bald
in
the
and
around
•h.- ministers have all preached sermons miles
vicinity
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
-BY.elating to it. This afternoon ltev. l)r. Mountain. This mountain is situated bein
McDowell
Crooked Creek,
coun! lit delivered a
temperance lecture to a tween
WILLIAM
H. SIMPSON.
the mountain also exlie strongly tv, and Broad river,
nge audience, at City Hall
EDITOR and proprietor.
That
advocates the woman- movement and tending into Rutherford county.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
•insiders it. one oi the
portion of the range within McDowell within
the year, $2.00; at the expiration of the year,
blessings of the county
is generally called Stone. Mountain.
'"e
I ins
<1.
\Y.
creField
$3.00.
evening Kev
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
d (|uil>- a sensation at Central Church, The first signs of disturbance in tiiis localiof length ill column,) $1.20 for three weeks, and 20
hi
land taken
n
the temperance ty were witnessed on the 10th of February. cents lor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
This
consisted
in
call
what
a
territien
It ha- been supposed that ho
people
square charged as a lull one.
t u
.I the saloon crusade style, but lie ble lumbering, The earth seemed to quiver to a
M. Petengii.i. & Co., f* state St., Boston,
a.et emphatically denounced that man
frightful extent. Some parties deand 37 Park Row New York, are our authorized
lie
eif proceeding.
He did not consider scribed it as terrible thunder, gradually Agents for
procuring subscriptions and forwarding
avvav in the distance, and others as
it

for women to go about the
in the Western manner.
Women.

propel

ireet-v

cording

his idea,

to

ought

iheir own faults before

--ale

against

men

try and

and

•■•lie

11

to

look

attempting

They

at

eni

a

should stay

at

correct their fooli li

of dress, in the lirst place, so that
would not be necessary to count the
umber of stitches or flounce* in a dress,
•i be so
particular in the manner of braidWhen women become more
ing hair
en able themselves, then it
will be time
attempt to force men to stop selling
li'jiior. He believed in moral suasion, but
-i
openly against the,saloon crusade
c a
meeting in temperance Hall, this
•■■
ening. .Mayor Blake said that was no use
■<
attempt enforcing the prohibitory lav., as
c
icntiment ot the people is not y et ripe
t
it
It works well for a short time, but
ceil the reaction comes it makes matters
inner

e

than

corse

ever.

becoming

-ipidly

the

Perhaps

favorable

people
to

are

temper-

but it is not yet time to strike, as he
• •wed the
matter
The ladies here are
i.dking of a novel plan for persuading the
.ty Fathers to close the city agency
l hey will tir-t send in a petition asking
That it be abolished
If this is not complied with they will visit the city cohncil
hile in ession at i it_v Ilall, and there
ng and pray that the hearts of the oin
uncial may be chansred and the aevnei
.sod.
.:•

it

pi

my ounu

i-

lorming

AT WATEJiV 11.1.1..

temperance societies are organizing,
id tlie ladle-; think of opening a saloon
ra ad*
without delay
The number ot
tees ii. that town where
liquor i- kejit
few

l.N

i.ythin:'
ladie-

fl'F.li STIU.WATEIi

1

the crusade line is quiet,

hi

never

IN

Wot;,

having .ventured

after their fust raid

n

to

again

WORCESTER.

March 22. Discourses mi
impeianei* were made from some ot the
puljiit? to-day Among the most in
'.■sting was that delivered by Ke\. Mr.
■

dwell,

ii

u.

Church, who entered
itu tin- subject in a somewhat systematic
uaunei
lie had collected facts and figures
•*'hiel: would present a startling appear
nee- to
First, lie found that tlie
many
tv
eontained no less than olio liquor
situated as follows; Forty-four on
'•lain street, tkirty-two on Front., thirty*n Mechanic, fourteen on
Millbury,
hteen on F\ehange. sixteen on South
seven
on
Foster, six on Bridge,
midge,
and ih remainder scattered on smaller
.. .1
These were known and aeknow ltged grog-shops. The average Veariy re.
eipt? <d each is sStdXKi. making an aggregate of one million expended fm liquor
at of tlie hard
earnings of poor people
'tr.ei
.imputations had put the amount as
UK
'..gha
Providing a man takes
three drinks per day. ill one year Ik- will
sve paid iPi,.E.iO towards the revenue- of
que dealers. The productive ability of
abb -bodied man, according to political
•...noniy, is rated at only
pet rear
;ides tin at least tour regular loungers
.re found at one h
grog-shop, wliieh jmt..other million dollars into the tills ot the
an.. Herit would lie a real financial
peculation tor tlie city to board all th.
•cog-shop irequeuin'? at the Bat State
limi-e
This would a:-, secure peace on
-treet- and prosperity to the city The
nr. oilers now demand
Sunday foi their
gc-r business day. Beer and whiskey,
•:mi. at*, greater foes of Christianity
The women have en..an infidel? are
-ped in the present work lor economy'do and through pure Christian motive
lb
included by laying. ‘In some form
an
going to keeji it up until we eon

Trinity

at

■

■

..

u

i i...
d

or until the day of judgment comes
personal pledges were largely eirenm

igned
P.

lunche. to-day. and, at the
of the pastor, large number-

many

i 1--itat!,

in

March JP. An otlieial
ent to the chief clerk of a hotel

TltNi ,T<»*,'.

te wa?

the ladie comprising the Tom perms- League, informing him that they shall
o.
the liote! a charitable visit to-morrow
their utmost efforts to sup
to. u
ui

i-

the sale of intoxicating liquors. Specincidental to the week of pray
mmeneed this evening at Lincoln

s

Mall.

advertisements.

tance

S. R. Nii.ks, No. ti Treraont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders an* always recognized.

Du

the

on

February
highest point

ldtli two
of Bald

gentlemen
Mountain,

a- Harris View, which is said to
he next to .Mount Mitchell in height, heard
thi strange noise. One of (them says that
it at tirst reminded him of the falling of
heat v timber, and presented a strange
combination of sounds and impressions.

known

receipt

flic moving was
actually shaking
if the entire mountain was giving away,
flic tableware and furniture in the house
all rocked and jolted with trightful toree.
It i- said the cattle here became alarmed
and hav c wandered from their usual range.
Mirli

tile

was

alarm

mat

a!

aoout

held in the
aitrc .11 Jersey t.'ity, to-night, which
wded t" excess
Many ladies were
...q
"Speeches were made by clergy
die and others. The feeling was
fnvi a-of the Ohio movement,
a

■

dctiiii'e

■

uirse

of action

wa

de-

led 11)1011

liqiiin dealer nf Jersey t.'ity have
a ani/eii fiir the purpose of protecting
1 h>-

ir bn

in

against

is

a

crusade

r Kit UK iiAir.

Hai t, March 22.
there was
r-ihci immense temperance meeting to..gliT The interestm the subject grow-,
flic plan of action will be dis.ten
ed to-morrow.
.1
I i in:i

..

IN' 'll X

I.KANil.

(i,

March 22. The Mayor's
initiation i-- the topic of general conI he friends of the temperance
rsntion.
.-ment and tlie opposing element each
jiiai e constructions on its meaning favorNo saloons were
aide to themselves.
.:
Services were held in
iied to-day.
taI churches l»y ladies, who expressed
determination to go on with the work.
I nder the provisions of the Mayor's prolimit.on the ladies v. ill be unable to hold
C-Vice- on the sidewalks, and on the
•tivngth ol ihi- many saloon keepers have
!i-termini-d t' close their doors upon
them.
A strong Reeling prevails among the bet,.,
;a— of citizens that tin- ladies should
i[u-rmitted to go on ami be protected
.Much exciteum violence and insults.
ment exists among brewers and German
ilfion kepers, who will oppose to the utmost tin
further movements of the ornidc-rs against their business. Precautions
taken by the authorities to
■ire being
promptly suppress any further riotous
temoustrations. Ehc 1- ire Department is
rdered to hold itself in readiness to assist
the police if necessary.
Petitions are receiving many signatures from all classes,
--questing the constitutional convention to
pact a stronger license law.
i vli.amc

-Filed thill only one Iowa woman out of
corset. Of course its possible, hut
mi; wears
[Lx.
was the fact ascertained!1'
When you slip
It'.- done hv reelin' of 'em.
soft
and livelike,
wound and she feels kind of
If she is as non-elastic
a at means no corset.
a drain tile, and seems all whalebony and
'.ovepipy then she’s ease-mated. A pretty
question for a man to ask who’s old enough to
be an editor. [Attica Ledger.
!

..

i-

4®“Batks Si Locke, '.1 Park Row, New York,
authorized agents tor procuring advertisements

are

for the Journal.

to

dock

er.

through

was

sent

fur and came

immediately.

Methodist
minister in charge of the Broad River
mission, wa- importuned to attend and
preach, and he promptly complied. From
an eye-witness the scenes are described
hi March

:id. .1. M Lundy,

a

The people came
most extraordinary
flocking in crowds of lifteou and twenty,

a-

including men. women and children, all
presenting the most terrible state of tear,

despair and penitence. On the day Mr.
Lundy preached the house was literally
tilled, the preacher barely having room

so great was the rush to hear
to staud
that many climbed up the side ol the walls
and crowded on the joists above, only a
portion of the upper story having a floor,
and mair. not being able to enter the
house, crowded their heads in the door
,".m! all around the house, manifesting the
\\ hen the call was
most intense interest
made for mourners the people rushed from
all part- of tile house and from outside
with ahn.'-t frantic yells ami fell upon
the door and upon each other, ail praying
and supplicating in the most heartfelt and

agonizing

manner.

These exercises

eon-’

almost
incessantly- tin sixteen
day- and nights. During this time
No
the people all lived in common
attention wa given to labor or property.
The cattle, hui-e and liogs were turned
into the woods, and the entire people
within range of this awful excitement
have concluded that they have but a few
About a hundred
day longei to live
have made prole-sions of religion
The
closing -.eeiie.s ol thi- strange meeting are
tinned

wonderful. During
most of this inton :d of sixteen days the
mountain had continued at intervals to

represented

ui

most

the same alarming impressions,
but having prayed, hooted and agonized
fordiD long period they -eparated with

pre-'ent

the promise that all would remain and
die if rn.'i entry
li i- aid that the awetriikeii countenance
and the melancholy demeanor of thi- vast crowd on
breaking up at die close of the devotions

beyond

out

of the

periodical

The house was
.Monday night
well tilled last evening, and the perlormance progressed without accident until the
conclusion ol the trapeze business. Sylvester. with tin aid of iii- eonfrtire. had
performed the various feats on the trapeze
successfully, and il was while doing the
act. called "The Leap for Life" that Sylvestei met with the fall which ended his
life.
In tiii art the performer stands on the
horizon .il bar of the trapeze, and after
swinging back and forth sufficiently to give
him the necessary momentum, leaps from
the bar to a rope suspended from the ceiling. and which is held by his partner, and
slides down the rope to the stage. In making this leap last night Sylvester miscalculated the distance and failed to grasp the
rope, lie fell a distance of not more than
seven teet, but in the fall lie struck the
back of his head against the projecting
edge of a private box on the right of the
stage, and dropped, a helpless mass, at the
foot ot the box.
A shudder of horror ran
through tin- audience, and many ladies
screamed and fainted. Sylvester was gently
borne into a room, where the physicians
found him to lie alive, but without the
least consciousness. A terrible gash in the
back of his head marked where he had
struck. The skull was beaten in, and large
clots ol I hood and pieces of brains oozed
out upon the slightest pressure. Sylvester
lingered but a short time. His breath became shorter and soon lie died.
After the
body had been taken to the Morgue the
mother ot Sylvester, who had been
Hastily
summoned saw the corpse of her son. She
kissed the cold lips and threw herselt
upon
the body, and in
endearing words entreated her bov to speak to her.
realThen,
izing her loss, her grief found vent, in loud
lamentations. The body was in blue and
llesh-eolored tights, with gold fringe. A
pleasant smile wreathed the lips, and there
was no indications of suffering.
His
mother and a young brother were dependent upon him for support, and the manager of the theatre has volunteered to give
11 is said
a performance for their benefit.
that the net usually spread to protect
the perlormer of dangerous feats was entirely insufficient, 'litis poor protection
even was rolled
up and removed before
Sylvester's final act, and there was nothing
to break his fall.
on

passing

excitement

the subject of the use of alcoholic
drinks, which may be classed among those
exhibitions ot human emotions, contagious
and uncontrollable, which have from time
time pervaded the land.
They have
their uses in the moral world, but are in
their nature incapable of being long sustained.
The temperance rev ival of 1840 was one
of these periodic excitements. The preto

ceding year had come news of the
nificent crusade in which Father Mathew
had for

time wrested Ireland from the

a

grasp of

Alcohol,

King

in Baltimore, in

intemperate men. who
the habit of meeting nightly

April. 1840,

-ix

had been in
for convivial purposes, were suddenly led
to frame anil sign a pledge of total abstinence.
They formed themselves into a

body, which they called
Temperance Society, and
to

In

proselytize.

had

the Washington
forthwith began

less than

a

year they

into their ranks

gathered

over one

thousand reformed drunkards.
A prominent member of this

parent

society was John H. W. Hawkins, who
early the next year headed a delegation to
visit, hold meeting and organize societies
in New York, Boston and several ot the
New England cities. The contagion of
the enthusiasm generated at these meetings spread like a prairie tire. During the
summer and autumn of 1841 the whole

and proper vein, and giving to the readers
of the Journal that information concernevents which its business is

ing political

to afford. The article from the Times asserted that Mr. Hale's friends gave assurances that he would not be a candidate.

The editorial comments by this paper
doubted such contemplated retirement,
and gave as a reason for that belief the
many elements of Mr Hale's strength,
and among them the conversion to his
support of the Progressive Age, which
had aforetime declared him unlit to hold
the office. It is a matter of surprise that

Progressive Age, which shows a
suspicious sentiveness at our comments
upon Mr. Hale’s present support by that
sheet, drags in “Barnabas, the son of con-

We learn Irani the Chicago Timas thu!
the developcment of ti e resources of our

of this paper—
Itrcceutlv undertook to demolish the Collector
of this port but was badlv defeated. But instead
of accepting the defeat gracefully, it keeps up a
pop-gun lulsilade, which is so impotent that it
i- simply ridiculous.

hint, with

avowed

no

for

reason

the

change, are facts that belong to local
political history II the statement ot them
is unpalatable, the Age should blame itself
Il is the business

rather than this paper.
ot the Journal to

its readers inform-

keep

of these matters, and it is not to be
held accountable for tin- w eight w it It w hid’
tln“ facts it states may hear upon any p.i

per or person.
These remarks might properly end here
Inti tortile further comments of the Age.

saying

in

We opposed the nomination of Mr. Hah*, two
\ears ago, and favored that of an aide and popuIn the convenlar gentleman in this county.
tion. wr and his other friends were heaten,
when wc -urrendered man-fashion, refusing to
join any bolting movement, and. since that time,
we have had no malicious, personal Ming- to
'This way of treating a man
cast at Mr. Hale.
the Journal ev idcntly doesn’t understand.
'The

which

was

der’—
How ha- Mr. Hale squired hi- nomination?
It has been bv treating the offices which belong
to Hie republican parts as mere perquisites l>elouging to himself, and bestowing them on those
only whom he believed would bo the most active aud ellieient in keeping him in his seat in
eongress. To make hi- force -till more effective
he has had other offices created, and useless
one- which were abolished, restored. In turtle
pursuance of his purpose he has bargained congressional appropriations fur vote-. It has been
by these mean-, ami not through the voluntary
choice of the republican voters of this district
that h<* has obtained his re-nomination. Now
under those circumstances no man shall either
coax or frighten us into the -upport of hi?
nomination on the pretence that it i- bimlin..
And lest we should be a<vu-od of personal idwill to him. we promise to withhold supje.rt
from every candidate whose nomination i- pricured by like mean-.
Wc piaee Mr. Hale*- name among the ivpi.v
lieau uominatiou- at the head of our column*,
but vs c intend to give no advice to republican-*
As to ouras to supporting him at the polls.
self, we simply projjo-c to skip him while a 1vocutingthe rest of our republican ticket.

Scripture instructs us that ilic iender
ii this
mercies of the wicked arc cruel,
extract contains ••no maliciou

our

equal number The parent Washingtonian

malicious aud

in

a

York in

year had
gathered in 4,(NX) members anil had twenty-two auxiliaries, with a membership of

society

in

New

one

16,000. The St Louis societies had 7,500
members
In January, 154q, the fin-

Washington,

in

caught.

the first convert, led

and Tom Marshall,
a

which

movement

swept through the halls ot congress and
carried away several of the city tire com
panics, fhe birthday of Washington. February qq. 184q, was a

grand jubilee of tem-

1 hree
perance throughout the country
thousand reformed drunkards marched in
procession on that day in Baltimore alone.

The

following

gious activity

summer was one

of

lialls,

prodi-

Nearly every
in New

in the cause.

signatures

were

in

tlings." the public will

personal

be tilled with won-

der to understand what kind of

is

writes when he

neighbor

a

sort

an

article

i>

in

the

personal mood. Still there
consistency with subsequent

of

developments

about

tin*

extract.

Now that's wrong, instead of desiring
to demolish the < ’ollector, we have the best
reasons for desiring that he shall continue
to be

just where and just what lie is. His
loss would be hard to bear; and the rumor
of a custom house epidemic recently
moved us to tears. Lose Barnabas! Hoes
the marksman want his target taken away ?
Shall the sportsman annihilate his game?

he temporarily abandoned

day was Alexander Welsh, ot New
York, known as “king of the rumsellers,''
who took the stump as an advocate of total abstinence in New York, and two in
Brooklyn surrendered to the prevailing
enthusiasm ; the mayor of the former city
and very generally the municipal and
slate officials ot New York publicly discountenanced the

of alcoholic bever-

use

lie
may
bribed.
We
happy
agree with the
Age iu its declaration that it was not coax-

frightened,

an

avaricious

t

period

of natural reaction

was to

postponed by the advent of
John B. Gough in the field in 1844, In
June of that year Mr. Gough and Rev Dr.
John Marsh, secretary of the American
Temperance Union, made a tour of New
York state arousing great fervor and exsome

extent

him

ed

neighbor

happier

the further suggestion ot

that "this way of

the Journal

treating

a

our

min

day ot its enactment..
Thus it may be seen that the present
crusade lias reached neither the intensity
dimensions which marked the
revival of thirty years ago. Its results
nor

the

appointing

tor

tion of the

impossible

its efforts, and this too at

A

In Lewiston, where it, is advocated so eflithe Journal, this form of medicine is so popular that ten thousand dol-

eiently by

lars worth is

Lav.

of

Suit

Local

Interest

lor the

The

Barnabas

who wants to raise a
in under the head ot

burn, can come
mechanical purposes. But

the

cultural interest should not
There is so general a

great agribe neglected.
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July.’ll. locush...
•*:'»uu.uu
Aug. JO. locush.
'to cash. .'.Viu.oo
spj)t.
One derrick
4u» uu
K nil road iron, nail.-, irugs,
ties, &o.tiOOOU
one chain derrick with ]mlh>
-'Oruo
A quantity ol railroad tools
juo.oo
Interest on abuse oa-h.ltisuuu
.........
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SlU,OS).UO
The

suit

entered some

was

time

last

year, and has been continued on the court
docket to this, with the expectation of a
none

lias been arrived at,

and the prospect now is that the ease
come to trial early in May.

ill

The charges in this bill foreash luul ..lid
received by the defendant, are b\ the plaintiffs alleged to have been for an extraor-

dinary

purpose. They will testily, we
learn, that. Mr. Hay ford, while President

used, but. that the President received it
with that understanding.
They expect to
prove this by the testimony of Mr. WillTennant, and ol

son, of Mr

the book-

keeper Mi liana.
We learn that Mr. Uaviord will denv

bribed,

i'he directors ot 18C‘.t were
A. Hayford, S. L. Millikcn. J. (i. Dickerson, W. H. Simpson, W. T. Colburn, K.

11. llerriman, (ieo. B.
Kaler, Elias Millikcn
director

we

think

consequently
The trial,
in

May,

J.

H.
named

I'he last

qualified, and
acted with the board.

was never

never
as

Kerguson,

wc

have said, will take

if the matter is not

settled,

shall be able to give a tuller account.
Bradbury and Bradbury, ot Portland, bring the suit, and W. 11. MeEellan,
when

of

we

Belfast, appears

for the defence.

feeling

among the
old time fanners that a mixture of new
rum

and molasses

ing, that

it

lightens the toil of hayought to be respected along

with the rest. If the Journal doesn’t include this interest, the grangers will be

ive.

after it.

years

for the
un-

associa-

was

behaving

so

badly political-

is

ment

dian

from tin to so feet in

political

trict. and

to

erected, the
luruished the

situation in this dis-

prohibitory
contraband,

.lustlee Miller rehearses the

coneerneit, was decided
ti\

v-.te to

length, and decides that the
and ordinary legislation of the stales

•eek> to

prior

triumph

:i

restore

the currenev

to

base

the imrea-e, in <*ppu ition 1<* New
land, which favored contraction

o

so

which

I'he Camden Hearald complains that
newspapers confound the village of Koekport., which is a part of Camden, with the
town itself, A town within a town natu—

rally leads
should

to

mistakes, and

commence

at home.

the

reform

A
ou

time

great

the lath, the

of tin*

iron

being

ity ..f
hunt and
<

ste.iim-r

o.oou tons for t fie
1

had at < In

was

oe.-a-i *ii

(

ter.

Pa.,

the launch

lacking,
in

Pram

of

any person of life, liberty, or property
without due course ot law ; that while the

iii their
It

and

quake

that

volcanic

lie- recent

earth-

disturbances ju the

North C arolina mountain brought out a
question attempts to present that oM
chap who had an illicit distillery in a
j
question, it fails to do it. lhe court, there cave, lit4 came inti* the nearest town,
lore, declines to interfere, as the claims of

the

appellant.

H

ere

not considered

state court from which the ease

by the

isa-

ap

pealed
,Y Boston jury decided that the wines
and liquors taken from Young's Hotel

illegally

Were

seized, and must be relum-

It was a funny sight b, behold
policemen lugging them back

ed.

t he Camden Herald so

lhe

s

—In an account or a prayer
meeting at
Cortland Jail, the Cress says— ■•one of the
prisoners, a man under sentence for smug-

gling,

rose

and

besought prayers

spiritual welfare

If that

beer,

and

confessing

a
pity that Washington
moderately shaken

couldn't !>«•

l'he J democrats ot the .Massuehii'etl

Legislature
c

'urtis

as

have nominated lion.

their eamlidalt4

to

1»

till the

K.

vacan-

occasioned by llie dt4ath <u Senator
Sumner. Mr. (.’urtis was formerly a Judge

cy

Supreme Court of the Ini ted States,
which place fie resigned to resume his
large practice. No man i- better tilted
by ability, high character and purity ol
life to till tie* position to which he
nomi
i-.

(b*o. 'treat, otalifoi nia lilt4 owner ot 1 had
Stevens, ottered to match him ay.ainst any other
horse in the world for a race of four miles and
.Mr Treat also otters to
repeat for $10,000 gold.
matcli a horse of hi for ¥">U00 against yj.i.ooo
that tie will beat the best, recorded time ever
made ill the Tinted States l»\ any lnnniuy
horse, from one to four miles, the. party accepting his proposition to name the lenelli <*! raei
to be run.
<

Mr.

Treat, who makes these unparalleled

of the rottenness tint pervades the whole

county,

a

native of 1 rank fort,

and has lived for

in California.

in

this

twenty live

His horse Thud

years
Stevens is

considered the champion running horse
the world.

two

men

The wind

were
was

seen

on

blowing

the vessel’- bottom.
heav> at the time,

very

apt. M.Tnlire got a schooner under \v« igh,
went to the phua* «»f disa-ter and erui-eil in lie
vicinity far and near, hut without tiuding a
vestige Of the wrivk, or either of the men.
There can l»<* no doubt that the ve-s.-l auk, m
that the men were drowned. If i- not known
yet

v

where the vessel
where hound.

belonged,

where

from

or

On Monday morning, bn ween eight and nine
uVlQek, \ve had a mo-i terririe and blinding
fhal t.ld fellow. The
squall of wind ami -n.»w

“oldest inhabitant." ha- no remembrance of itS\ bile it i-outimmd. wliieh

equal for violence.

not more than thirt\ minute-, about four
inches of snow fell.
n.
Sinci* the above was iu i\pe, a despatch from
Hockland *-\|>lain- tin* m\-t«*iy «>t tie* capsized
vessel—
A
man
named Collins and a vonug man
named Knowllon, left lioi-klan.l before noon
in
a large sail-boat to
yesterday
go to Brigadier
Island, and when otf Hock
port the boat capsized in a squall and sank. The men. however,
succeeded in getting off* in a punt. They had
no oars, but got a piece of hoard from the bottom of the boat which they used ill the attempt
to direct their course. Tlicv drifted down the
bay till they came to Owl’/ Head, v.hci- they
succeeded in effecting a landing.
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I he rot toll clothing on tire, a' malrlr
found in the bed and some of them wer«*
partial!) burned. Is n not «|iiiI• probable ihaf
tiresvery often take place, with more lerrilde
results than this, h\ lt»a\ iug matches w if bin t be
reach of < -hitdrenr
o.
•

■fling
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n.ithan Young of this pla. •• has been in ft el»l<
health forsome years, the result «•! injuries iv
eeived wlide ai work in the wood-. A hunt ten
days since. in a iil of despondenev and insanity
he attempt! d to take his own life. by eutting uis
His effort w as not. how
throat with a razor.
ever,

immediately successful, but

morning Iasi he died; it

is

hath has been considerably

Frida\
that his
hastened by the
on

thought

wounds he inflicted.
Mr. Young is thought to
liave been about si\ly-tive Veal’s old : be leaves
wife bill no children.
t:
It is reported that Messrs Hlake and
L'hailbounie have
bought the Rockland
t-'ree Press, and will start a
daily in that

city.
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Whig-ays that in the Superior criminal
iu Bo-ton, W »‘dn*%dus. J tine I. M. ( irath
and Frank Judge were placed on trial.
I'he
ea-e ssill be remembered as the one ss here an
named
Robert
M.
Morrison,
who
was
engineer
coming to Bangor on the -learner Katalidin.
on the 7th ’of'July la-1, sva- brutally a—aulted
and nearly killed by the deck hand- iu-t a- he
slepped on board.
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Pilot.

The Lesvi-lon Journal say- a la.Is belongins*
Sagadahoc ('omits, nosv vi-itine law i-pui.
The avera head of remarkably hue hair.
When
age length is seven feet and tive in. lieand
it
trailtoi
mibraided
falling loose,
quite a
di-taiicc i>n the ttooi
>he ha- i. tu-ed a up
olio- for the hair.{oii ss hi«• 11 -he naturally pridellcl -elf next to her head.
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■"< s erai monthago the proprietor of Young’s
Hotel. Bo-Ion. \\ a- tilled S7J and -ciiteneed to
House of < orreetion for three month- for
maintaining a common nuisance, lie appealed,
and op Wednesday in the Superior < oiirt ssadeelared not guilts. The liquors ware, by a
respecial verdict ot the jury, ordered t
turned.
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named John Blake, opened an ageii. s
m Bangor last sveek typ the sale of S. Walker
,V ( o*s publications, but he acted -irangels and
if was found he was in-uuc.
Saturday lie ss fiit
into the billiard hall of the Bangor lion-- vs ith
three carving knives sshieh he proeeel-d to
throw at the people present. He ss a- ana-ted
He
but became violent and tore oil hi clothe
ss ill be -eii! to the in-aiie a-sliim.
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I lie ( imden Herald -ays that -onn-ihing lik<
forts thousand tons of ice have been -loivd at
tioekport sv it Ii i n the past fesv sveek-. Making
tin- estimate at tsvo dollar- and a half a ton in
tin- -lied, it s\ ill amount to one hundred thou
mid dollar- income to ( amdeu. wliieli. bs the
ss'as. i- enough to mote than tsviiv pay
the
ToSS'll debt.
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threatened exposure of tlu* officials whom he
told the Committee on Ways and Means lie hail
detected accepting bribes from merchants. They
have had several conferences to devise measures lor silencing him, as they fear that he may
tell what he knows about corruption among
revenue officers.
Sixty-one names of Deputy
Surveyors, Chief Clerks, Inspectors and Examiners were found on the hooks of a single
firm, with the amounts they received written
opposite. Mr. Jayne reported them to the
Secretary of the Treasury several months ago.
uml the fact yvas exclusively published in the
Sun, to the dismay of the Government officials.
Assistant Secretary Sawyer was ordered here
by telegraph to investigate the charges, hut the
pressure of ttie friends of the accused officers
was so strong that the
investigation yvas
smothered. The Assistant Secretary pronounced the Sun's story untrue at the time. Mr.
Jayne says that lie admitted to him afteryvard
that if it hud not been for the premature publication inqsi of tlie officials would have been removed without much ceremony. Many I 'ustom
House officers oil small salaries have become
llit* possessors of handsome fortunes.
This is believed to be but a fair sample

Administration.
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I’hc editor of a juvenile paper in New York
recently received the fo||oN\ ing haltering tc-nnioniai:
Please stop y out paper. <Mtr Annie
died on Momlav. alt.
reading votir i~l 1*11111-
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A Kentucky brute deliberately shot a girl
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recently, because in* became enrage, 1 at In
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The trouble is that under this arrangement, there is “so general a feeling” in
favor of the remedy that everybody is sick.
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ment of tin* proprietors ot the Parker
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trees.

A furious simw -,,u,||
morning, tilling the ,.ii

intoxii al«*ii Woman while being taken to
nation m Boston Thursday evening, dropped
lead in the policeman's anils, of heart disease.

engage in the cultivation of the
silk-worm, as well as in agricultural pur
suits. latt it i- incumbent upon each man
to
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party services and in all fairness the latter
The party in Waldo, as the
was entitled
Age claims, had been built up largely by
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wild and in abuudam e. The settlers think
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Brigadier-Generals and forty old muskets, and
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for contraband
transactions in Holland
prediction ; but the these
payments, and that lie will further j
gin, his request may have had a double
plan appears to be less reasonable, and offer in deleneethe fact that he has a
power
therefore likely to achieve a less plenmeaning.
of attorney from the contractors, under
teous harvest.
—Jayne tho informer is no ordinary
wliieh he disbursed for their benefit all
It he is to be pursued and made
sums that he received front them.
We are scamp.
The Lewiston Journal is defining its poof the moiety
the
scapegoat
not prepared to say wliat the legal effect id'
swindling, lie
sition in respect to town liquor agenties,
make a clean breast of what, he knoyvs,
this defence may be: but it certainly will will
It holds that:
avail nothing in extenuating flic wicked- he says; at which there is great, quaking
As long as there is so general a feeliug that
The New York Sun
alcoholic liquors are necessary for medicinal ness of the transaction, if the charge be in custom houses.
the matter to stand thus:
purposes, it would he impossible to maintain
nor the roguery of the reception of reports
true,
any law relating to the sale of intoxicating
The Custom House authorities have been exliquors, which does not provide for their legal bribes hv the directors, it any ul them
ercised by ex-Special Treasury Agent Jayne's
sale somewhere for medicinal and mechanical
are now
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rocking chair broke down the other
dmdav night, severely injured a young lady
titd broke a young man’s leg.
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tion has already settled in the district of
Mississippi, selected as the -ile of the
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Age of lavorahlv ol the enterprise, and Mr Maas
.1 line -1. I*s7_'. lias this
himself, as the result of his observations,
lie appointed Mr. Heberts without a siuyle give- tile most lavornble aeroimt ot the
petition or letter in his favni from any ot tin- facilities atforded for the
production ol
republiraiis, and in opposition tO|lhf* earnest
protests of a large number ot the most iutlueu- silk.
tial men of the party in this district. And what
The colony will consist of -.,mebn memfor. except that in* regarded .Mr. Hubert- as an
active caucus manager, who might lie usefn' to bers, all of whom shall b" men
good
him to carry caucuses, and I Ini- aid hi- renomicharacter and industrious habiti'iu-y
ual ion :*
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A couliar! lias be. n in ale !•»i* building th*
Norlb < Inmli parsonage, «*n 1 ligh ii *•'
•Ml Thursday morning. lb.
1'Hli, about
O'clock, a -liowf with thunder and li. bluin

The cimieal man of the Commercial Adveriser says Ja\ne used to call on tin* nierchnnt-

ity of Boston to deliver
'Uihner in Faueuil Kail.
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purpose, and the company will begin

This ••pop-gun fusilade" n as kept up
fur a year and a half upon Barnabas, and
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Tin* appointment ot Air. Knhci ts, of Stockton,
eolleetor of this district, does not, we are constrained to say, give satisfaction in the republicans of this city.
They feel that not only their
wishes hut their serious protests have heen disregarded, and that Belfast lias heen treated
most shabbily in the matter.
Against
this proposed appointment, remonstrances were
sent by a large number of tin* leading repuhlieans oi this city and some of the most prominent in this district.

nutmegs
of the Kailroad, said to the contractors that town at a less price than they can he lawcitement wherever they went.
certain desired action on the part of the fully imported
1 to you hear that Barra
Having endured for four years, the
of directors and favorable to the has, amid the din of your eodlish and moboard
movement culminated and declined. Politicians got hold of it, and endeavored to contractors, could not be had unless some lasses traffic ? Does tin* law provide that
of them were paid for it- -that he must you shall look after these things, or are
divert the reform and use it tor party
have the sums to use for that, purpose. uni permitted to cheat tlie government by
purposes. In 18411 a prohibitory la w was
! passed in New York, and was a dead let- They do not, say that they know it. was sr. pocketing a salary without services :J
ter from the
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her precious webs, with profit t<.
the cultivators and immense lienetit to the
country at large, in other climates, besides
those of Japan. California and France. An

Would it be proper, now that Hie Age
has introduced the subject, to ask when
and by what persuasion it became a sup-

A suit is pending in the l-nited Stales
ment; that tin- right to sell into'xieating
pledge at the rate of two hundred Court, at
Portland, that will excite m-;<-!> liquors is not one of tlu* privileges and itn
a day
The production ot liquor in the
interest among the people of Belfast md munities of'the United Slates, which, by
country had decreased absolutely one-half,
It is brought by Willson reuthat amendment, the states were forbidden
vicinity
and relatively to the population was not
nant A Co., contractors tor building the to
abridge; that it a ease were presented
a third of what it had been ten years be-
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Friday the Siiaw Block was burned in
Jiddeford, with a loss of $87,000.

far and wide, and the result is that he, as
well as many others, have come to the
conclusion that the silk-worm can lie set,

.lustier* Mllier, ul the supreme cnuit 1,1
declaration is that “no man -hall either
the 1’iiiteii States, has ilelivereil an opincoax or
frighten u- into the support ot lus ion that will he of interest to
liquor-sellers
nomination
And no man expected t<»
who claim that their ights muter the eon
undoubtedly no man did There arc three stitution arc interfered with hi
prohibitory
way- in which these kicking1 politician*
laws in the several slates
tin- ease uu
A yielding
are got back into the traces
trial was appealed from huva. the appel
man may be coaxed, a timid man may be
hint
that he was the owner of rel-
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Before the close of 154q, also, the
organization of the ••Cold Water Armies'’
lodges of the “Order of the Sons of Temperance” had begun, the latter being de-
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extensive scale. Mr. Albert- Man
is the leader in the movement, ami made
some progress toward
organizing an asoeiation for this object four rears ago,
but, like many oilier enterprise'1 of great
pith and moment, Hie great fire caused it
on
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country seems likely to receive a novel
impetus from the project of certain citizens of Chicago, hut of (icrnimi hirtli.
It
is nothing less than the production of silk

solation,” bv saying

Co to

General tie*.

the United Suites.
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eminent European authority on this subporter of the collector ? There was a time
thinks that in the state of Mississippi
the Age should take this unkindly, and asject
when it considered that the appointment
tile si Ik-worm can be cultivated to as good
sert that the Journal “goes out of its way"’
of Barnabas was an insult to the people of
a- in Calilornia or Japan, and
in saying what it did. That the Age bitBelfast, and an injury to its interests- advantage
terly opposed Mr. Hale, with repeated ac- When the appointment was made, in Feb- certainly as well as iu southern Europe
The agricultural bureau at Washington
cusations of dishonesty. and now supports
ruary, 1871. the Age expressed itsclt
also

blaze ot excitement. In
country
the State of Ohio 60,000 signed the pledge;
in Kentucky 30,000; in Pennsylvania an
was

Methodists think about doing away with the
itinerant system, which,in the opinion of many
lias outlived the condition which made it effect-

article upon the subject ot the coming
Congressional elections in this district,
with suggestions concerning the location
ot the administration candidate
The article seemed to invite comment, and received it, in what was considered a pleasant
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great tight over the nomination,
litllv reported in these column-,
took' place on tile i'7t h <d ,I tine, l.*7*2. rite the fact that the Stockton grocer had stepissue of the Age of July 7>th, one week af- ped easily into the place which the editor
mag- terward. has this
man-fashion surren- had claimed as his own, and to which by

distillery in Brooklyn was closed;
eription. A letter was re- Y'ork
meetings were held weekly
a
city to-day by gentleman
two
and

di
ceived in ibis
whore mother reside- neat Bald Mountain
dating that neat the summit of that peak
an area of nearly an acre war agitated by
subterranean upheaval.' from which smoke
and vapor i -tied.

are

Crusade.

Liquor

It is evident that the country' Is
on

great crowd now assembled and engaged in prayer. At daybreak
on Mondu morning George Logan, a
colored preacher, was sent for in great
haste, and so impatient were they for his
arrival that a portion of the crowd met
him on the road, beseeching him to come
The people thus
and pray and preach
assembled remained in these devotions
three day-, when they moved a short distance t' a vacant house, the property of
thi tin third day Billy
llarri- Flliott
Logan, a white man and a Baptist preach•
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(lie night of the i'JiI ultimo the
mih— around began to assemble :tl the house of Mr. Camp. Camp,
having gone to the woodpile tor wood,
alarmed that In'tell upon his
became
knees and began to pray aloud.
Very
soon the terrible quaking of the mountain
u
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alone from the mountain. On
the J:ti 1 ot February the noise had become
perfect Iv tertible Among the persons living on tins mountain are Mr. ( amp, JohnNoah Flliott, widow Manly,
ston F.lliott
George Morgen, James Gilbert and others,
f rom the -tatenients of all these parties,
and ot perhaps fifty others, the mountain

prof.led

■■■

IN .1 HUSKY CITY.

attention.

.SUBSCRIBERS desiriug to have the address of
papers ehauged, must state the Post Office to which
tin* paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

from internal revenue have
mini li- d within the past two week
tally in the districts in Ohio and Jndi
,a
'Hie eau-t
attributed to the wo
A Shocking Trapeze Accident.
its cm ade againrt alcohol, wholesale
\i
\\ Voi:k, .March •'<>
The terrible lull
:■ t.'.er delaying their purclia -e from di•' Janie
Sv 1 \t<-r. thetrapezc performer,
t.ller.s.
the Thirty -fourth street t'tieatre, last
a! a temperance
i*
Lev
meeting,
r\ eiiing. was a most
dt.-ruiinii by tin-Dushaway Associashucking affair Sylli.tr ivi-ited his experience at ivrster penbrmeil \ariou, teats in the air,
Di
IV,-I
walking head downwards on the ceiling,
I N >1 U
1 11 f K.
making double somersaults from one trato .11 other, and a double act with his
\ > olK March
i In* temperance peze
brother Baldwin
From the statements
■.
..i
iiI'.irki-iI to-day by meetingmade by Mr. Jacob Berry, the lessee of
ix
At the church ol' the
elitireliethe iiuit e it ap]tears that he was induced
tie re was a large attendance
.rei
to engage Sylvester and Ids confrere
to,
i enthusiasm
give a trapeze performance for one week.
IN IIliOUKI.1 N.
Mi Berry at First objected to the engagetemperance meeting was held ment. owing to the dangerous nature of
( harli-s.Meyers, on
Hridgc the feats, but. Syhester assured him that
Ib'Hiklyn, to-day. l'he ladies also there was no danger, and to convince him,
1 |
i\'
meeting at a number of -a- on Saturday last Sylvester and Baldwin
!.a-h jiussei I oil quietly.
Hex. went, through the entire perlorinanee sev1 .blunge and 1 lax is preached tem- eral tine
in the presence of the stage
■ennons. the former at the Hrookrai..e
manager. After this Mr. BeFfv consented
1 a
ii: u'ie and the latter at the Siinpto give them an engagement, and they
M 'huilist Kpiscupal < hiireh
commenced to take part in the perlonnI h.

4^-Geo. P. Uovvki.l & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt

Parties living on the mountain-sides and
at tlm base heard the same noises
All
tuink that the noise was in the mountain.
One man sav-'- that when he was on one side
of the mountain the terrible noise was in
tile direction of the mountain, and when
on the other side the same indications were
observed. All feel satisfied that the noise
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here
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Aii Indiana editor mildly remarks: “ll >011
can’t bring u> wood, remember u* in your
prayers. Ii is something to know, as we sit
and shiver, that we are not forgotten, if the
stove is cold.’’

The Currency Question In Congress
The Amount Fixed at Four Hundred

was

Kepresentatives.
ings—

hap-

owning.

A Lin; saykd on Fifty < i:\ is.
A e«»ugh
that would hurry a man to the grave in a few
settled in the House of months, can be
completely cured in two or three
We copy the proceed- days with a Fifty cent bottle of Halt's limey
of llnrehvHMl "n>f Tar. (Tittenton’s. 7 titii

Avenue. Sold bv all Druggists.
Mr. Dawes moved to suspend tlie rules and
Dike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
an.
p
!M
discharge the Committee of tin* Whole from the
,'ipn■:■ a«!• a'
A Michigan sehoolma’am points out tin sad
i!
considered
have
*■100,000,000 Hill in order to
b
tn-‘inetim**- oc. ur.
fact that no schoolmaster has ever been presiin the House now.
Mr. Maynard, ot Tenn., opposed the motion, dent.
mi't.d 'ihooiior Florida trom
submitting that tin* question was involved in
i'
.ll'-ha vying a
“A wondei of Medical Science,” may well be
argo ..1
hard
the general bill reported from the Committee
applied to Dr. 117s7or\s Balsam m \\'il<l
•or
artnr a < ...
on Banking mu! Currency.
Cherry. It is nearly half a century since ibis
Mi. Butler, of Mass., asked Mr. Dawes remarkable
'I Ol
1\
idl'd IVi TJ 111 cal’-. |, f| I'nitx
remedy was introduced''to the pubwhether lie would admit amendments.
lic.
and yet the immediate and enviable reputaP" w«*'t.
Fiva* ivmtainod working
Mr. Hawes replied that he was instructed In
tion
it
which
gained by its wonderful cures of
■\-n tv..m l.ihhx
A Thompson. and ono had
the Committee on Wavs and Means to admit
sore throat, iuamendment.- that would reduce the sum below coughs, colds, hooping cough,
Pal Or'.
all bronchial coms4imi.000.000 but not to admit amendments tied tiuenza, consumption, and
is
to
this
sustained.
fullv
plaints,
day
would increase the sum above $400,000,000.
dvx;n
\x ho
ke,*p> a refreshment >aMr. Butler remarked that lie did not like to
“Owing to John Robinson’s circus being in
< onrt
1 lou-e. xx a- on
in
a
ote
or
act
\
Tile-day
straight jacket.
town, the regular Thursday evening prayer
Mr. Dawes replied that his colleague would
I*. piltx \
>. M r>!i a I M a r!»le. and
■meeting lias been postponed." sain a iv.-enl
not be |»nt in a straight jacket because tin- matnumber of the l\nt< ryr'mt, Dallas. T« \as.
I
ml
111
v
at. n.
Ihat ol ha
ter would be within the control of a majoritx of
in > I'- ait
nd r ;’. iw it hold having
tin* House.
Bronchitis.
11 i
‘In
la
Mr. Cox. of New York, asked Mr. Dawes
denial I. .1 hx tin authorities.
Fhkepoim. I>iui*y Corviv. X. s..
t
he
what
intends
to
do
with
the reserve already
M
I
ii \v hundred
:
danuarv. isi;s. S
ale
out.
Mi:, flami-s j. Fellows.
alter
the
H
i.
.mporier-.
Mr. Hawes replied that the amendment lie
Sir:
In tin* winter of ISM, I w;n afflicted
I
o\a rnnient of
11,
m ii.-'lif
proposed to otter was that hereafter the total with a severe attack of Bronchitis, and although
amount
of I nitial States circulation at any our doctors were
I-!.oiied hiiu with all its
very attentive, and used all
time shall not exceed000,000 and directing means in their
ilrt'elelie
power,' they failed to afford me
there i' *t\vi\t the
Secretary ol‘,the Treasury to withhold from much relief. 1 obtained your < .impound Syrup
nl
<
iiii
mi -hi and
circulation and cancel whatever amount of such of
Ilypophosphites. and took it until il made a
notes is now in circulation beyond that sum us
permanent cun*.
soon as it can be done consistently with tin* ex1 am now in perfect health and fret* from
I i'1 lh« follow ing new ad- igeneies of the
Treasury.
Bronchitis.
Bespeetfullv vours.
W ha ft to let. \\ ii ll -torehoilsos.
Mr. K. 11. Roberts indicated an amendment
M FN 1 * A LI. CBOCK FB.
he
to
otter
tin*
,-iiin at
>:*S2.proposed
fixing
P
mi -learner's xvharf and i- a
I'iie < iiieinmili Fmpiirer offers to bet live
000. CM Mi. but Butler objected to further debate.
•*' .n
t*. it ion. —Fxerx Ma-on
A motion to suspend the rules was seconded
hundred dollars that no fashionable lady e\ci
ii
i'o F. A A. l»y a majority of the House, and then the rule- goes to bed without lirst looking iu her gla>',
headed.
and a rival is \\ illing t-» risk the siine sum that
» to o4.
were -impended by a xote of 1
•V Ml;!.
X "
I
A. lIo\\V'.-Agno (’itieinnati editor -oes to bed without drinkMr. Robert- then ottered his amendment pro
i1
P
a in ( liliuher tor -ale hx
x iding that tin* amount of legal tender notes
ing out of his.
issued or to lie issued shall be and never exceed
A
Nt w in. hi'-e.' h\ I: >il*ley
e call atteiilioii III tin- advertisement of the
>;:s2,oOO,o( mi.
'a
n ;«
Benn Miitai I .if k Ivshiami: ( o.vipaxv,
lut t.f room paper an.I
Mr. Daxvcs then ottered tin* amendment alfor
an
Agent to represent il in this section,
*' 1"
.1
and e.dlili', l»\
ready indicated by him, and moved the previ- file pj;\\
is a well known Fife Companv.
I hi
hi in -if
I
'l'horndike an- ous question.
'tri. ily mutual, that has made dividends to fts
Mr. Cox desired to ask the speaker a qtie-vx
member* every year since 1*40 inclusive. The
■!
Lei x and plated ware.
iioii. but was met by numerous calls for order.
\--.x 'ii.. L of i. w elrx at
Mr. Coburn of Indiana desired to otter an surplus returned during the past twenty-live
years averages ueurl\ fifty per cent, ot the
amendment, or at least have it read.
I!
Mr. Butler objected, stating, however, that premiums paid. Some of our energetic-young
men, who can do a Life business, w mild do weii
\
In* wa> in favor of Mr. Coburn's amendment,
m W ii x i: x
Tiiei’e ha- been unto apply for an Agency.
but that having been put it in a straight jacket
11X I!
hi' d. ;• Ml Imelil the pa-t Week.
In* proposed to go on in that condition.
A elergvman of .spruiglield, who has a had
'!•
m!
•! ihe tolloxvilfg eargoe--.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania asked Mr
habit of adding “ah" t<> many of hi" words, t<>I.!
!
’i
<11• J
n h an.
Ha\v«*-. xvhethcr. in ease tin* bill should pa-< last Sunday, of those w ho had been brought up
irgi* ot hay t" a -oitthliving the amount at *400.000.000. he would ad- on the Lord's side-ah
m
A hh\ P. \ii*r. and nn«un
mit an nineiidmeiit directing the >ds,ooo.ooo not
I »m ll ii.n m
:’X
!i. in.. P,. Fergn-oii.— \i*t i--u. d in In* used in liquidation of tin* pubBLEEDING FROM LUNGS, CATARRH.
-M e le s\
and P.aLei hax e loa.led -eh. lic debt.
BRONCHICIS. CONSUMPTION. A
Mr.
Hawc- was about to rcj.lv. bin Butler
WONDERFUL CURE.
ix
an
;■ k I.-.
Wilmington, objected.
RoriiKSTKU. x. v. .Tan. 1:1th. P 74
I o mi
A I ’.Hill ha\ Pu'-toli : -eh.
The previous question xvus then seconded. IT V. PlKHcT.. M. D. I In Halo. X.
122 to Tii. and the House
W mi. Piteliimi•.i«
P.
Dear Sir. I had suffered from Catarrh in an
proceeded to xote bx
\ i-as and nays on the adoption of Dawes' amend.ui,
aggravated form for about twelve vour- and for
jo.ailed
h. Wigwam, hav. for
ment a- amended by Mr. Roberts' amendment,
several
vears with Bronchial trouble.
Tried
1
lleiin W Ii if m \. hay. Jaek- and it was rejected. Yeas. 70,
nays 121.
many doctors and things with no lasting benefit.
fin* question was taken on Roberts' amend- In
.n.i
r.
elinj 1 In- new harkentine
May '7l', becoming nearly worn out with
ment and i! was rejected.
Yeas 74. nays 172.
excessive Editorial labors on a paper in Xew
i: '•
U w iili h i\ f.n'.inliiern port.
Mr. Cox moved to lay the bill on tile table. ^ ork < itv. I was attacked with Bronchitis
in a
* a'
i«i a.! -eh.
(i. Drew with ice
Negatived without yeas and nay-.
severe form, suffering almost a total loss
(,j
1
1
A vote xvas taken ordering the engrossment
lie., s. h. P. M. P.onnie ha- loadvoice. I returned home here, hut had not been
a the bill, and it was carried,
yea- 1147.nuy-so. home on!> two weeks when I was completely
il
li i!
\
lloXW' A
Mr. Daxvcs then moved the previous question
prostrated with Henorrhagc fr-un the Lungs,
h i 11 i e 11
Mlre New
ol -tax
on the passage ot the bill.
flttviiuj four .vfov/’e fiji-mi\ ,,n s/tr//.-: m'/htn to-,,
!■
!i. •! a hill.
Mr. Butler moved to reconsider the la-t vote, K'rrlis, it ml i hr
first thrrt1 iusit/r of ulnr duns.
and said he desired to say a few word- in advo- In the
September following. I improved suili- !
o
N \ 11
!
lie- i Welling hoit'i- and ham
Call- of order.
cacy of that motion.
ciently to be able i<> be about. though in a verv
H. I'; Li
Mr. Dawes made a point of order that the feeble <iaie. M\ Bronchial trouble remained
xxi-r• h,
ii -.| ,,n ihe
morning of
v
and the Catarrh wa- tenfold won- than before.
hx -‘line »iefeet of tin* ehilll- motion to reconsider wa- in it-clt uudehutahle.
The speaker sustained the point of order, and
I
Every effort for relief seemed fruitless.
m
j'li t ..| llie furniture wa- 'aved.
then Mr. Butler withdrew hi- motion, and tin* seemed to be
loosing ground daily. 1 continued
‘"1
Hiiir-dar a -ev«*n* operation previous que-tion wa- seconded and t lie bill \\ a- in this feeble s'tate, raising blood almost dailv
then
yeas liis; nay- 77. The loiloxxinu until about the !ir>j of March *7o when I became
me I en Mi'. A It ha <
.onilm. hx the i< thepassed,
text of‘the bill :
'O
bail as to be entirely eonlilied to the house.
:
f i:
in-ini' eaneers. Tin* -urA bill to tix the amount of legal tender notes
A lricnd suggested yoiir remedies.
But I was
at *400.00(1.0000.
:
hi. NVilliani' of Freedom. Dr.
extremely skeptical that they would do me good
\\ hereu-. The existing uncertainty as to
a* I had lost all heart ill remedies, and
I h mom Mini | »r
rhon. :' of
began
whether the amount of legal tender note-, now to look upon medicine and doctors with
disgu -t.
I'uit
authorized by law to l»c kept in general eireulaHowever. 1 obtained one of vour circulars, and
tion. is SavJiOO.oOOor >4(M4,o()o.OO(4 i< calculated
n
e. xI.iki
on
idie-dax. luring tin* high
read it carefully, from which I came to the conto derange the business of the
and uncountry
clusion
that yot understood vour business, at
:•
m
i'i
I
nii.iii 11. niarr-'W' took
settle values: therefore, lie it enacted, etc., that
the prox isiotis of the law existing prior to tin* least. 1 finally obtained a quantity of Dr.
e:M.l'he ! with great tiiftifllllX
ma 1*111 Remedy, vour Holden Medical
passage of the act approved April 12, 1SGG, en- Cage's
vi
i. am .d the
neighbor'. A hide wa- titled
Discover) and Pellets, and commenced then
an act to amend an act to provide wavs
tt
use according to directions.
Mr-. Know les. an old lady and mean-to
To mv
vigorous
support tin* Government, approv-el Mi'i tiled. ..nd lav in tin* house at tin*
cd March ltd, 1 *(.»•». be. amt the same are. hereby •surprise. 1 soon began lo improve. The Disdeclared to be in force, so as to authorize the covery and Pellets, in a -holt lime, brought out
issue ol legal tender- of the United States t.. a severe eruption, which continued for several
Mil ill.
ehiid -1 i'U:i- 'l oiuig died the amount
of >400.000.0(40, to be kept in gen- weeks. I felt much better, mv nppatite mand 1 gained in strength and flesh. In
-d I- -i
I n Thret* month- the father eral circulation, and the total amount of United
three months every vestige of Ihe Catarrh was
IdldfeM liaM die-l ot the -allle di'ea-e. States notes i-sued, or to be issued, shall never
the
Bronehits iia«l nearly disappeared,
gone,
exceed >400,000.00(1.
hup no Cough whatever, and I littd entirely
ceased
to raise blood : and.
I u! Til- HeptiMiciili .lolirilai
contrary to tin-expectation of some of mv h iends. tin* cure bus
Balloting for Sumner * Successor.
i he Freedom Town
Meeting.
remained permanent.
I have had n > more
B<>-i»»\. Mar«-li *24. ihe Hou-e And "cnuic Hemorrhages from the
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Lungs, and am entire])
l.i'lioi:
Having noti.vd in Hu* Progres- respectively
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took intormal ballot- lor T s. free from Catarrh, from which 1 hud suth-ivd o
-l the guth in-l. an article over the
sig- Senutoi t*» till the late Senator Sumner*- -rat. much and so long. I he debt of
■-'*.!. «•; \ -•u!;i*, relative to our annual meetgratitude 1 owe
I be galleries and flooi of each Hou-e were
for the blessing [ have received ui youi hands,
*ug 1:« M for tin* election ot'u»\vii officer-. 1 have
ToWded l'* e\ e—.
1 tie tollowins.* i- die Vote
knowno bounds,
l am lliorougbl) satCth d.
in* I
\|- lleiit. ina-ium ii a- many of the
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Bom my experience. That vour medicine-. will
■ai» mem- therein ai
im -n reel ;,ud »-rroUeou-.
muster th- worst forms ol that odious disease
l'. B. Hoar,
U'i
arm the lulliimu.'e u-ed Well calculated to
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Catarrh, as well as Throat and Lung Diseases.
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mm titty
this painful disease who have tried ele< tuaries.
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'old I.v Druggists evervwhere. AXAKESIS
lar business and probably will not vote again
iiu-. they have arisen. or rather come Troin
till to-morrow.
Depot. 4i) Walker street,’Xew York.
in-ii retirement, and hurled indignantly from
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Centaur Liniments.
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and one by the House to-dav does not indiThere i* no pain whit h tlie
;
hd <• wa-o\ « r tour thousand dollar- m
*
cate
a speedy election of I\ S. Senator,
The
< entaur Liniments will not rethe tieu-u»y but duriugiln* two years of their Total vote in the Senate was 37 and in the House
Umm-iroti.«u :t \\a- nearly all -pent, except*
Dawes led in the Senate and Hoar in tlie
lieve. nu swelling they will not
one thou-and "date boinl. which they could
House, but neither approached anywhere item
"iihtiue. and no lameness whieh
*t -pend.
And during all thi- linn* our tuxes
a majority.
A ballot will be taken at noon daiha \>■
d-tantly iiu rca-cl. These thing-being ly until a choice is made. Probably no election
ThL i>«
they will not cure.
li .roii-ctl tin- peopl-. Who have taken tin*
of the kind in Massachusetts was ever watched
strong language, hut it i< true.
‘"alter m hand, and -nit them all to oblivion
with greater interest by the people than t lie one
•In-u they so qjpropriately belong.
There lew pending.
They have produeed more '-m e>a~
hie at ihe |o-e of their career, for puuoi
rheumatism.
neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
lb*J.!•■_*. tor damages. Slll.dd. order- oiltThe Cost of Clothing.
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns,
..!:dim.r
: none et tlic-e were reported
salt rheum, earache, &e.,upon the human frame,
"'ii
meeting, ibir- pauper bills wen* over
Hriek Pomeroy, who has lately been in
'm .-oo.oo. w hile lV»r the past
and of strains, spavin, galls, A<\. upon animals
year it ha- been
‘nit >'id7.-jl.
This
tin* -late of things that England, gives his personal experience in
one year than have all other pretended reme
ailed upon li- to
when* tile lllolley went, in tlie
clothing question—
edies since the world began. They are counterid -lop thi- leak in our treasury,
ron-ee!ci• 11-.| faithful, tru-ty, tried
While in London, during tin* mouth of IV- irritant,
•i tenth w.- h.i\
j
all-healing pain relievers. Cripples
iid etli> lent men.
‘•ember last, we purchased a lew article- of
t
their crutches, the lame walk,
In-ii :in* I'c-iid 'Mi. iir-t ballot wa- made clothing where the tariff did not so affect prices throw away
bites are rendered harmless and tiea< here.
mi
tit's11 lat* d. and ev idently
Bv this means we came to know e\- poisonous
1
f<»r they immediately left act 1 v how much our Government protects those
euonghlv mad
v
are healed without a sear.
wounded
The rewho arc trying to support it. The price- paid
iif p di-. alum-t to a mat. and went their way.
cipe is published around each bottle. They sell
in Loudm, were a- follows—
Rut wln-re they went or how they fared.
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell beTill. IMIICES in LONDON.
Nobody kn«*w. nobody eared.
cause
c
they do just what they pretend to do.
It ha- be**n commonly reported lien* that two
Overcoat..$30 00
1
who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
Business coat,. 10 00 Those
"t them kept on their run, and did not -top unPair of heavy pant-.
o 00 or
iil tln-y arrived in t.elfa-t to ascertain it i- said
o
deserve to sutler if they will not use
swelling
Pair oflight 'pants..5 00 Centaur
what they coiild|do with our “corrupt official-.”
(
Liniment, white wrapper. More than
Vest..3
50 1000
t'thei
eertilicates ol remarkable cures, including
i
-ay that tln-y roile over tin* Knox hills
Eur cap..0 00 frozen
i■»i two ilays in order to cool otf. How that
f
limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, runmay
5 50
I do not know.
Verita- further says, “they Pair of boot-..
ning tumors, Ac., have been received. We will
lie "eleetinenj held their session quietly."
I
send a circular co Gaining eertilicates, tin* reI
?71 00 cipe, A-*., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
ii"i know Ij .w quietly they held it or how
"tie! it wa- during their -<•—ion : but 1 do know
I
ot yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment i<
Since returning home we have taken the bottle
that legal notie-- wa- given of the time and
\
one hundred dollars for sweonied hor-es
trouble to enquire of tailors in general in this worth
c
*i tic- me.-i in-, and wa- duly posted for
h
mules, or for wrew-worm in sheep, stockeity. and the following i- the lowest price we ami
il the day- n-'piired by law.
<
He say's, “what
owners—these
liniments an* worth your attenan obtain the articles as above noted, ic»ndm live- the eiteiiin-iaiiec
till more -igniiieaiit, is and st\ le of manufaeture
t
tion.
Xo family should be without them.
being the same.
tic- fact that not a-ingle voter friendly to the
“White
wrapper for family use;" Yellow wrapTin: I'RIi IN IN NEW YORK.
oartie- in power, whose uanu* had appeared on
:»o
Sold by all Druggists.
per for animals.
Overcoat,.$35 00 cents per bottle; large bottles, $1.00. .1.
the Ii-i for the pa-t year, and who could claim
Bu-iness coat,. 35 00 ltOSK
ic right to vote, was left otf. while atlea-t two
\
A Co., .T'} Broadway. Xew York.
Pulroi heav\ pant-.
IK 00
the-e partie- were well known resident- and
Pair of light pants..15 00
voters in town.”
\\-imply deny that any
Casioiua i- more than a substitute for CasVest,
900
»r \ "ier- ha\ e been disfranchised,
-m h I -iilen!
1
tor
Oil. It is the only safe article in existence
..ud politely request their name-. In regard to For eap.. 15 00 which is certain to assimilate tie* food,
regulate
Pair of boots..12 00
ill voter- “friendly b> tin* partie- in power” as
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
being -igmti. ai.t. it i- so. It sliow.- that they
*
It contains neither minerals, morphine
sleep.
$180 00 or alcohol and is
ere negligent. careless, or something ot that
pleasant to take. Children
>rt
The riot he- we purchased iii London were need
Why did they not see to it and ascertain
,
not erv and mothers mav rest.
lyls
wheiher their friends name- were on tin* lists or paid for in gold. The prices given us in >?ew
jo!
Were they so hu-ily engaged in getting York are for paper money. At the time the
Id men drunk, hiring, carrying out of town goods were bought in London,
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
gold was worth
and indueiiur other- to I»• absent, and introduca
premium of ten cents on the dollar over
WKD.N'KsnAt, March 18.
ing other- from other town-, a- they have done
American paper money here, which would add
At market for the current week—Cattle lout; M.tt-j
before:* \\ lii'-h i- tin- mo-t contemptihh* trick- >7.10 to tin* cost of the goods in London : a total ami I Lambs f#,402; Swine 6,00U; number ot We>teiu
<
1693. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen an .1
ery. the 1 !- recorded above, or to give legal of 87k.in there, against *1K‘» in the Ended Cattle
^
Milch
cows, 120. Eastern Cattle,
notice of their meeting, and Hu n abide hv if* States.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lb*, live weight. ExWe leave other- to judge.
of
the
edit.
a
for
Sixty per
price lady pavs
t
tra
quality $7 25a7 5u; lirst quality $6 2.0a 7uo;
The piiiiot Verita* i*« sufficiently shown in -ilk in this city, i- for the tariff;or forty dollars second
quality $5 25a0 Oo; third quality $4 1 -4u0 0o;
In- writing, and hi- -pit* and venom are appartor -ilk and sixty dollars for the support of a
j
poorest
grade of coarse Oxen. Bulls, &c., 33 0 <>u4 Oo.
ent.
Having been by a legal vote of his own very corrupt, extravagant government.
Brighton Hides—7 l-2uwc per Hi Hrighton Tallow
town-men consigned to the shades of forgetful5a5 1-2 per lb.
ue—. we will let liiin rest ill peace, for lie eviCountry Hide- -7 1 2c per lb. Country I allow
it was at a party that some young 4 1 2c
dently feel- much the same as he who wrote
per lb.
Call Skins—16al8c per lb. Sheep Skins 31.70 each
ladies were
benetlie
relative
discussing
"Tis sweet to court, but ob bow hitter.
Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pi, gtli 61t
Working
fits of the sparrows and the worms, when 4
To court a girl, and then not get her.
in, live weight-lb*, 3130; 4 pr, » ft., live weight
one nl
the
3100 lbs, $197 ; 1 pr, ; ft, live
fair
ones
to
weight 3040 lbs. $20<J; 1
T recdoin. March i?hd.
young
appealed
Townsman.
pr, 6 ft lo in. live weight 2»ou lbs, $190; 3 pr, 6 ft. 6
Eiz/.Mop, who had just joined them, and in,
live weight 2000 lbs, $160; 1 pr, 0 It, 6 in, live
had not caught the drift of conversation. weight 2000 lbs, 140; 1 pr coarse ones, live weight
Bridge Accident.
W hich do you think the worse, worms I .5300 lbs, 7 ft 0 in.. $190.
Milch Cows and Stores—We quote extra at 3 0',a‘ 0
ft d mvu i.i Ale Alar
The trestle or sparrows?'1 What did the stupid brute ordinary $20a00 per head. Store Cows, Yearlings
I
work supporting the ehaimel
don't know; $llal7; 2-year old* $16a28; 3-vear olds $l8.t40 p»r
span of the do but innocently answer,
headrailroiot bridge, now in
process of erection 1 never had sparrows."
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West wire nil
■'"f"
tie- keimehee river at Waterville,
owned by butchers, and cost, delivered at Brighton,
Jackson's
snutf-box
has
com
Mrs.
General
from
7 l-2a8c
lb.
was ran c'il awn\ t<\ ic-e
Friday afternoon. meneed to come to the surface, and even re- Swine—Pigs,perwholesale 7 avc; retail h71-2 8c lb.
One hunilreil ted .a tin* iron
tell
Fat Hogs—6 1-2 6 4-4 lb.
town will soon have one.
bridge
-pectable
An one was
into the rivei
This
'■
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PRICE CURRENT
|{

ywl til«,

Asr, Wednesday, Mcii.
l.sT4.
aualo.OOiHound ilog,
luaOO
*1.<K> Clear Salt Pork,
*1'.»ai0
Sl.tiaal.:i«»';\Jntton per lb.,
S.ilO
S 1.00a 1.10| Lamb per lb.,
OaO
Loi n,
per lb.,
l. J*al.40(diicken per lb.,
Barley,
i;.t\0
Boan>,
v..i0aii.V5 Duck per lb.,
.ais
Marro wlat Pea
l.w.al.oOCees* per lb.,
l;*i:>
Lats,
$l;tal-'»
ton,
per
Potato* •*,
oa?.'i;Lime,
.sl..;»aOAH)
Dried Apples,
U'alJiWashed Wool,
|oai'0
Looking Apples, l ooal.iioirmvashed Wool,
■( ao0
!0a4.’ Pulled Wool,
Butl«‘r,
40a00
lSatiOi11 ides,
Cheese,
;aiK>
lSaOO Call* Meins,
! aOO
Lggs,
l
Lard,
iaOUiSheej) Skins, .•£l.0*;a;,.00
Beef,
rain Hard \\ ood,
$5.O*’a:.l>0
Baldwin Apples, •i.ooati. i.’, Soli Wood,
ST.UOai.OVeal,
Sa » Dry Pollock,
4 !
*
Dry Cod,
1 as'straw
*•<.&*: a. n
t

.si.OOjTurkoy
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preparations.

loud

to

O
K.addie, Ryder, SrjAinv Head
Lilliun, Ryan, Boston.

.*

«

oil.

|<]PUAPSY

SCROFULOUS HUMORS.

-Midi

ll Yi'itl TIM. will relieve pain. oieuus» purilv ami
such diseases, restoring the patient to perfect
health after trying different physician**, many renudies. sutU ring for years, i- it nut conclusive proof, it
you are a sutferer you can be cured
Why is this
medicine performing such great cures
It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can be truh
called the (»/•< at Jllootf JUirijit1/'. Tin* great source
of di-'case oiiginates in the blood and no medicine
that doc* not act directly upon it, to purity and reuo
vate. ha- any just claim upon the public attention
\\ io n the Mood becomes lifeless and stagnant,
either from change of weather or climate, want ot
exercise, irregular diet, or from attv other cause, the
\ la.rii.M will renew the blood, carry oil the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bow els,
and impart a lone of vigor to the whole body,
fluconviction is, in the public mind as wa ll a*’ in il,.medical profession, that tile remedies supplied by
tin (Vec/o/'/c himjdoin are more sale, more success
to!, in the cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
Nit.i n \ i- i* composed of roots, barks and herb*
It
pleasant to take, and perfectly safe to give to
an infant
In Scrofula, the Vmi uni has perform
e
wonderful cures, where many other remedies
e failed, as will be -cen
1
by the 'following unsolic
ited testimouia!

lor

'• -\

<

>priii;;

'lildren.

Belfast, Matvli ■**.. 1-

probably eause

a

delav <.d*several

the trestle Work cannot be relaid until low water, the coming season.
A later dispatch say- the iron that has
fallen into the river will be recovered but
not in time to replace il and that a new
Work on the respan will lie procured
maining spans will proceed. 1 he bridge
will probably not be passable lor trains I

months,

before mid-summer.

BOSTON

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

a-

Monday, March 2::.
Mr-. Green,

again, and,
has used

a Kansas widow,
marry
a recommendation, she says -he
broom for fourteen years.

wants to

a-

one

More than 50 years have elapsed since JohnAnodyne Liniment was first invented,
during which time hundreds of thousands have
been benefitted by its use.
Probably no article
ever

son's

•

became so universally
popular with all
lasses as Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment.
#

William Flowers ot Hangor,
has invented an improved sleeping ear,
which lie will patent.
—(

—

apt

fhe verdict in the Heed murder trial

lias not been received.
the

jury Wednesday

The

case

afternoon.

went to

PRODUCE MARKET.

Mr. Marrowfat rather
snappishly remarked
his wife, last
Sunday, that a man can't, always
be thinking of his immortal soul. He miist
have time to eat his meals.

to

Pills which contain antimony, quinine and
calomel, should be avoided, as severe griping
pains would be tlieir only result. The safest,
surest, and best pills are Parsons' Purgative
or Anti-Bilious Pills.

BUTTER—We quote tine fall-made butter, where
every tub i* choice, at 4ua44c, and selections are sell
mg at something higher; choice winter butter and
good dairies of tall at 37a4uc; common and medium
grades at 22a36c; new Westean butter in York State
packagec at 38a42e per lb.
CHEESE—We quote at 16 1 2a 17 12c per lb. for
fine factories; 14al0 1-2c for medium, aud 13al7cfor
farm dairies.

EGGS—The market i* dull at 20c per doz for Cape
and Eastern. Southern and Western range from
18a 19c per doz.
BEANS—The market is linn at 32 for medium*,
and this is about all the trade are willing to pay,
although there is a brisk demand at this price, l’ea
beans are steady at $2 25a2 00, and yellow eves are
quiet at $3 25 per bush.
POTATOES—The market for potatoes rule* steady
and sales have been made at s5a90c per bush, for
Jackson Whites and $lal05e for Early Rose <)nion*
are dull at $4 75a0 75
per bbl.
HAY—We quote prune hay at $24a2f. per ton, and
$14al7 per ton lor medium. Straw at 32I per ton.

LL1.S.
tf-tt

PAPERS

20,000 ROLLS!
l

Charms,

SPRING

OF

1874.

well known Wharf at which the

Steamers

Solid Gold

laud, known

I

HI.

Tpi.Ni:

PINB.

as

j

a term ol years to a good tenant.
It
good facilities fur laying the largest -hips along,
side, with two large and convenient store llmise*

No better location fora

the

tenant

Hay, Produce. Lumber
be found.

K

wharf will be put

in

can

ir .i

nquire

4.

J>i:<HY.\,

-atis

iiuuc**

PRICE,

KM\

|

1
s

Cortland din

k, only .Ac pi

1.A U< I. ASsoKT.MKM o|

r«-

Clfa<f

BoyL

Sewing
Always

the Best.
Now the cheapest.

puir

r

WOI.U.U NS

&

«flling cheap.

u»*ar.

ANDREWS,
Hayford Block. Belfast.

A.

».\ 1 AIaKKRS Wanted.
^■Cooit
that ha-.
hud fXpfi ,io iiffd upplv

iitiiv rh

t> I

r

it i

i

‘in

-'i.>

hau l

mi

price $03

W. K. Morison, Agent,
Offlce removed to
JOHNSON A CO.'S
Belfast. IVte

an

AT

—

i

H

—

bF.Ai.Ki;

Steves, Tin Ware, Kitchen

Wedofisilav Evening, June 17, 1874.
MUSIC

BY

.1

.f.

Furnishing’
Plows, Pumps,

tihhipsoVk.

i.

Prices

...

Reasonable.

E I GUT

--

s

1

..

Thirty

Fxperience

Years’

of

K.

NICKERSON.

S.

,\i'

I'm

7

iiOOAl 11

k

i.i

v'

11
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Winslow’s

Soothing Syrup

is

the

tie tx-t l .-mu!, ei.-i
cians und N iir-u-s in the l.'iiited State-, and ha- been
u-»-d lor thirty years with never lulling safety and
millions ot mothers amt children, l'i otu
success hv
the feeble infant ol one week old to the adult. It
corrects acidity ot the stomach, relieves wind colic,
rest, health and coni
regulates the bowels, ami
and child.
lbrt to moth*
W believ e it to he the
Best and Surest Kemedv in the World, in all cases ol
DYSKMI in ami DlAKHlKEA IX C'HIFDHF N.
whether it arises from feething oi from any other
cause,
l ull directions lor using u ill
em h
None (ienmue unless the facsimile ot
bottle.
the
it-idr- wrapper
CFKIT^ & PKHKIN'S is
1- 1-p
Sold h-. all .Medicine dealers.

prescription of

,,ItH -i

gives

4

Ol fi

Ulirlf

m

»«'>•< »

(

nilUb> g<- Molii

a.

‘b

‘hi

‘TV.1-.

t_>I

U

Ni-:\\ <
.-*»•- jii -in

‘Bald

To F. & A. Milhous !

Li. SIEEEY

& SON.
mv to

A L A R G PI L 0 T
< i r

NEW

PATTHINS
o r

Rheumatism.

from

ralgia,
limbs
die.

IjlYKKY Mason should huve a thorough under
tjj standing ot hi- .'ioci-ty. lo do -o ordinarily.
requires a vast amount of time and books. This has

been obviated bv th introduction ol u w ork entitled
the ENCYCLOPEDIA <>l
FlUiKMA'd »N K\ by
Albert D Mackey. M. D., the best Masonic writer in
this country.
he
volume
contains
1
nearly l.nou
pages and embraces articles on the Ritualism, dm
prudence, Bibliography, Biography. History, Li:*-.u
1 the
ture, Philosophy, Ethics, and Symbolism
< nder.
It also contains a definition of all the tech
the
nical tenus used in the Institution, a history
rise and progress ol Masonry in every country of the
world.
It will in most cases supersede a costly
Masonic library, and in no case will a library be
complete without it. The .Junior Grand W arden ol
the < iraud Lodge of Maine pronounces it the most
elaborate work of the kind ever coining under hi?
notice. Every lodge should be provided with a copy
No Ma
to decide a thousand question* that arise.
F or price ad
sin need be ignorant of his order.
dress \\ ith stamp,
SEC It El A BY. i’ll (IN IX LOUIE,
tt ;?
Belfast, Main

or
Hi

in ilie

side,
and

r.A

the

back,
would

si

•i i

ir i.i e i v k i»
A

Family

you want lbr

complaints

in

of

There

case-.

i

.I. C. THOMPSON’S.

thousand-

mistake about it.
Sold

BORDERS

H o j. j,

internal and external use.
It has cured the above
is

Hu

Fry i:

by all Druggists.
i>--p ■';>

< •(

•.

•.

II

Constantly

i;l

store

‘mo*

Great

•

[Wired.

U
the

::w:;s

WANTED.
1 IIK PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSl'KAN* KU»..
ot Philadelphia, an old and reliable Lite Company.
desires an Agent in every portion of this state in
which it i* not now represented. It is a strictly

w

tiootl

Mutual Company, returns its surplus premiums to
it? members every yt ar, and as its expenses are smnfi.
furnishes them Insurance at the lowest possible
rutes.
All of its Policies are non forfeitable lor thenLiberal Commission
value after the third year.
contracts made with reliable men.
Apply to H.
STEPHEN’S. V. Pres’t, No. '-»•.* 1 Chestnut >t.. Philasp4w i>
delphia. Pa.

The Above Will be Sold LOW

happiness.'

xperience.

lyd'jsp

Kstr.JUowm

MARRIED.
In this ci|\. March 23d, by Finery Bourdman, Esq.,
Mr. Chai'le* W. Brier and Aliss F.li.:u W. Stin.-on.
both of Belfast.
In this city. March 23d, by Rev. W. F. Brown, Mr.
Israel F. Munroe of Belfast, and Miss Currie D
smith of Waldo.
In Lincolnville. March 20th, hv J. D. Tucker. F-<|.
Mr. Joel Alciienuev, dr., and .Mrs. Abbie A. Kent
ing, both of Lineolvillc.
In Searsmont, March 10th, by Hiram Wing,
Air. Alosi * W. Tibbetts of Palermo, and Mi-* Su*uii
A. Lassell of .Searsmont.
In Freedom, by Stephen Strout. Fso., Mr. Joseph
d. Pearson ol Ai-oitville, and Miss i I it t y Plummer
-1 Freedom.
In Thomaston, March l.ith, Air. Robert F. River
amt Miss I.eantlie Jameson, both ol ihomastou.
In Deer Isle, March 11th, Mr. Mark 11. Sawyer
and Mrs. Sarah D. Eaton, both of Deer Isle.
IiiDrland, Murch Oth, Air. Wni. F. Heath of Vulijo,
Cal., and Alis- Margaret S Brew ester ol'Orland.
(— 11 Cl—BcmMB —HI im—SjOKUBtOm1. tftHMWMMU

DIED.
Obituary ontnea, beyoml the Date. Xnme a id Age
rm a at be pa id for. )In Belfast, March 22 d, Air. Joab Herrick, aged J

years and 2 months.
Mr Herrick was one of our oldest citizens,
lie
was born in the town of Penobscot, Jan 2d, 170/.
and came to Belfast at 21 years of age, when the
town was small, and much of the surrounding conn
try a wilderness. There were live brothers in the
family who settled on a tract of land in the south
part of the town, and their farms are now adjacent,
two being in Ikdlast and three in Morthport. Mr.
Herrick was a frugal citizen and held an nonoruble
place in the estimation of all who knew him. He
leaves a widow ami seven children. He fulfilled his
obligations in life with fidelity, having been a kind
hu-baiid, a wise and prudent father, and n valued
friend.
In Belmont, March 2Id, Air. Joseph Hodges, aged
?7 years and 0 months.
In Swanville. March lath, Mr. Frederick Seekins.
aged 22 years.
In Rockport, March 23d, Mrs. Susan G. Walker,
formerly of St. George, aged 25 years and J months.
In Rockland, Murch loth, Mrs. Eliza F.. wife oi
Air. E. K. Spear, formerly of Rockport, aged 12 years
and 7 months.
In Rockland, March 11th, Cyrenus Crockett, aged
5U years, v months and 2f> days.
In Rockland March 10th, Jenny B., daughter ol
Bert and Annie Knight, aged 4 years.
In Vinalhaven, Feb. 23a, Mrs. Sophronia J., wife
oi John H. Ames, aged 20 years and 5 mopths.
In Cushing, March >th. Edward Luce, aged 4

Mar.-l:

Gift Enterprise

<>Y CAIli. one ievolving HAKKONV,
PlTol tillS; CHAIN*-. &<■ Also a ^unutits
.if Reasoned and Planed. Spruce. Hemlock and PI N I
BOARDS.

The uulv Reliable liift Distribution in (lie

;a

( ar

at

Si
ik^sra^.

it:*

166th

1

Ij.V.M

Or F. M.

II,

III

IIJJUJ

LANCASTER, Belfast.

Subscribers, Assessors ol'the City of Belfast
hereby five notice to the inhabitants of said
ify to make and bring in to them, true and perfect
li-ts dt their polls and estates, real and personal, in

rpiir.
L

writing. Including

money
than

more

on

hand and

at

interest

owing, and all property

administrator or
otherwise, except such as is by law exempt from
taxation, which they are possessed of on the tirst
day of April next, and be prepared to substantiate
the same according to law, and for tin' purpose of receiving said lists and making transfers of real estate,
the undersigned will be iu session at their office,
over the store of Oakes Angier, during the business
hours oi each day .from the tirst to the fifteenth in
elusive of April next. Sunday excepted, and any per
sonal examination of property by the assessors will
not be considered as waiver of neglect of any person
in bringing in true and perfect lists, as required by
law.
Highway .Surveyors of the several districts are
requested to bring iu their several tux books of 187 :
by the tenth day of April, 1874
Agents of several school districts are requested to
make returns in writing to the Assessors of the
number of scholars belonging to each family in their
school districts, their names and ages together with
the names of the heads of the families as soon as
may be after the first day of April.
Assessors
OAKES ANGIER,
ot
GEORGE WOODS.
M. MATHEW. N Belfast.

guardian, executor,

[■

March, x!u,

1874.

GRAND

CAPITALS

ot

\ia

nA

ill \\o

K I 1 {.

-w

or

i nquire
.7

to Lot

OWEN G. WHITE,
Under Journal Ottice.

t

WAR!

WAR!

^’qitaencKs

WKand want

Ten

$100

j

have resumed

||

Horde and Buggy, with Silver mounted Harness,
worth $600!
One Fine toned Rosewood l’iano, worth $550!
l eu Family Sewing Machines, worth
$100 each !
Five Gold Watches and Chains, worth Saoo each:
Five Gold American Hunting Watches worth $K’5
each!
Ten Ladies’ Gold Hunting Watches, worth $U»o
each!
800 Gold and Silver Lever JIuntintf Watt lies (in
all,) n orth from $20 to $n00 each
Gold Chains, Silver-ware, .Jewelry, &c., 8lc.

JL

$1.00; Six Tickets $5.00
Twelve Tickets $10.00; Twenty-five
Tickets

in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any
one ordering theirt. All letters must be addressed to
main oFFicii,
L. D. SINE, Box 86,

Cincinnati,

NEW

At C. H.

O.

work in

aUV Book keeper to
store and Vest shop.
tt':r.

Apply

our

machine

>|

'OK s.vi.i:

v

:i!

Public

Auction

AT 1 O'CLOCK. 1'. M
I llis valuable Farm, situated in the town ol L

about a mile troin Fast Knox l'o-t Mtlice. and
miles troin Belfast City.
1 lie homestead cont.m
about HU acres, with u house ronveniein for a i.n.
family, and baru-rooni enough for seventy-live n,
of hay.
lie will also sell lii> OU-acre lot 'dilute 1
about a mile and a half troin the home farm A'<
half of this lot is intrrrnU land, cutting JO to ;•> t<o.
of good stock hay, the balance being i'i sr*,-.,n.i
wood.
Both the homestead and the -‘out
lot' are well v\ateied, and, taken together, are w.
adapted to the raising of stock A par: of the pi.i
chase money may remain on mortgage it required
After the sale of the Farm, the Stock and l-mu.
ing tools will be sold at Public or Private sale, i
further particulars, before the time of -ale uddn
the undersigned ut Bangor. .Maine,
♦»w;
11. 11. sHF.R.MA.N

growth

COMPLETE

ASSORTMENT

Oh LA DU.*' ANI) «i| N I

TOILET GOODS
DO/. RUBINS PERFUMES.
in
xii do/ room hri
<.ennau(
Hair Oils aud Pomades
&<
lib
Gross Imported Soaps, &c
j lognes!
o\
WM. o. POOR A
Received.

ITMIEXCH

keep books in

a

\

u«4

unety

ll chid

US

Brooks, Me.

ImprovedCUC'l'MBEK

WOOD

A
PUMP, Tasteless. Durable Htll< g cient and Cheap. The best Pump

^

rs

fiQ U

Wif
ZZ,
<
H
Pump, and it
to

(]|U3g

Iriduio.

lor the least money. Attention
is especially invited to Blatchley’s
Patent Improved Bracket & New
be
Drop Cheek Valve, which can
withdrawn without removing the
Pump, or disturbing the joints
Also, the Copper Chamber, which
ami will
never cracks or scales,
outlast any other.
the
Trade
&
hv
Dealers
sale
For
for Blatchley’s
genera 11 v I nquire

not tor *ai«-

rr>r*\iT tv
CHAS. G. BL.ATCHLEY,
Manufacturer,
-.0i» Commerce <t., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hi:<<i«rni

1KHNEV

ineih
< M U.

CATTLE

be kept for sen ice at ti.< Farm
ot the subscriber hi Prospect, the com
lie will be limited t
season.
ing
Flab
twenty cows besides nn hhii

was

Dre«

(Will

DV

K

IJOVVteiir, UM'JIJII

II

;u

.umntuoK

Sept. *;iu, lsrj.

sire imported iamO.-dmutM,
Idalia wa< got bv import i
ilt;
(dal'; dam Idalia
«d imported I'ride oi \v in,t
out
V ictor Hugo, (lu:
l hesireoi 111.4 HO was imported ’■
sor, (•*»:{).
Thomas Motley of Jamaica Main*. Mas* with indam Emily, front the celebrated herd ot M 1. < ial
lais. SireM.r. Itrideaux’s, l*t prize hull mi tin- island
of Jersey. His sire anil dam are louudutiou sto. i.
uuimul* on the Island. He took both gold and sib
meduH and sweepstakes, also 1st pri/e on hulls o* t-:

b arm,

to

s. u. DUlMiU,

Bull

Jersey

room

HI. VTCHLEl ’S
Z

;

Tickets $20.00.
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a description of the manner of drawing, and other information

NICE

|

4

\"il

Thursday, Apr. 16, 1874,

WANTED!
I' j

Tickets limited to 60,000 !
AGENTS WANTED to SELL TK'KF.TS to whom
Liberal Premiums will be paid.

101 W. Fifth St.

Weft,” will sell

SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.
Fin U
QUIMin
tl'.'l
Hrlfict, lire. 10, Is?::.

Number or Gifts 6,500 !

Single

:ll

t«

!v \

I

WAR!

Vests Victorious!

<

L'Tiins-,l!

OF

$5,000 each in Greenbacks!
Prizes

u

»

'!

AUCTION

I

file Subscriber oilers for '•ale or
Let. hi' l-'urm in Belfast, on tin
Boor’s MilN road. Contains about
one hundred Acres, mowage, tillage
ami pasturage, v.*i» acres of wood
1100(1 noil e. water, mini*, om-nuituings, &c.
IflliU.
A good bargain w ill be ottered to the right man.

1374.

1

Assessor's Notice.

and debts due
held iu trust as

1 he above -a Iand all sales -ti e'l;,

I

A VALUABLE FAHM

Belfa-t.

m

to

MONTHLY

Monday, May 4th,

t*

'M-huoner HA.VM H u*-ll Ion ml in
-:iiK Itigging, Sc., >:iils mu. will bt*
->>M ut h futi./uin il ujii-li* A 1- r soon.

Farm for Sale

SIFT ENTERPRISE!
TWO

Sclir. A. <TOTON, now
► ot Saturday
Cove, and about i hirtj
l-iv.- tons, light draft ot water and u
good Bay (oastPr, well found snd in
go id running order. For particulars
IlllfMIlY Ul
u ’.li*

S,j

Schooner For Sale.

Inquire

sines

REGULAR

To be drawn

good

.1

d.

•»

Belfast, March II, 1>*. \

TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN

For Sal©!
Ihe

vantage

purchase her*- 40

March Is,

1

Country!

IN VALUABLE GIFTS!

I*.

No.

:w

Coasting

$60,000

A. HOWES & CO.

lv, 4.

load of H* HiSF.s from lllinoH,
by 1. H. Hartman, and one Tar load from
|j\
F. D.tlhde andl T. Southern.
Kentucky
An
ii*d lut. Driver* and hea\ \ work
UOl-'H

a

HERSEY Si WOODWARD
54 Main Street. Bolt..it

ROLLS NEW STYLE OF

c.

>

Just Arrived & for Sale!
wo

Hill rind
Hll.K-

Paper Hangings just received and for -ah- by
J. S CALDWELL.

SALE.

good

I

their

rf :•'*

G, t STODDARD, 0,0,

2 0()0

we a:

LOTUS <>i:

Paper Hangings

\ -mart, intelligent and faithful HOY about 17
I~\ .t-iii old, i«* work about it is house and garden.
1
-it-b an one a imkmI plan will be ottered.
S. A. HOWES.
h'wts
1>,'-K
Belfast. March

S

Winter

Church Street,
it:,.
BELFAST. ME.

FREE!

o

uj.LAiis. \vn://; s'////*.

<

!•' <r mi miner oi

to

•-

Hosa, I'SDEnU'KAK.

QUIMBY.

Belfast. March !'■ l'-Tt

(.ODDS'

lu view ..1 chunking our Ku.it. it !■
convenient rooms lur maiiul i*,tiumg puiy
where vve do nor
propose to kerj imivhalull
now otter our entire >to« k oi all kind- «.t ...
much less than cost
Any pet n- ui tan
vide themselves with a stock of nit

Makers

POTF &

CLOTHS,
11

■■

more

..t

..d-

.....

s

l lt\lslll\<.

Hayfor«l Block,

JBoy Wanted!

Belfast. March

Suit

-1

<*, ||

HERSEV & WOODWARD'S,

b E X T 1 S T

'l'R IRVI Ell

ONI

large number

a

"ill let respon.sil.de j artie- take tinhone
to make.

A X 11

FOR^

want

I!

-.lint,

..

>11111

Ye<t Busine-s. and

HIZ.EH,

.11.

litl

Bargains
A

give notice to all parties understanding
making ol BOY S SUITS. or. desirous ot
learning, that we have gone into the manufacture ot
that branch ot Clothing, in connection with our
-■

htoc-.k

,f

CLOTH IAC,

Suit VlaktTs ! !

Woj's

VW
,||

i

l

Large

ALL,

K Luillih l -I*. Hill
or ttelh If.I a! lint,
i.-a-onnblf rat•

mi

WAHTED !

ANY builder having a ve: s*-l on the
U U .stocks suitable for the Mediterranean
trade can borrow five thousand dollars, at a low rate
of interest, on mortgage of same, and secure the
-ci v ices of a
competent captain who may buy the
\esseT, by addressing SEVILLE, care vs. II NILES
«>iium:
Advertising Agent, Boston, Mass. V B.
nication? -trictly c mtidential, and returned it r*

!

,

V|

hand a

on

COAL OF

FRANCIS J. HUNTER & CO.
Utilfu.l. Muiue.
I hi Sal.- at M f VV llu|,
1.00 ai-ll

K’> Hook

A I

>

Win. Pitcher &r Pc.n

!

Set

-.

-.

-.

'•

VITALITY.

mi; “sciknct; of lift, uk sffi puts
KliVATlON.” a Medical Treatise on the ( ause and
Cure of Hxhutisted Vitality Premature Decline in
Sian. Nervous and Physical Debility, H ypoclmndria,
Impotencv. Spennatoirho-a or >eminal Weakne--.
and all Tiber diseases arising from the errors «d
vouth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
thoui bis i- indeed a hook for every man.
vears,
sands have been taught b) tliis work the true way
It
ithe
to health and
cheapest and
best medical work ever published, and the only one
worth
lUOth
on this class of ills
edition,
reading,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful -French cloth. Price only £1. Sent hy mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PK A BODY
MFDICAF 1NST1TUTK, No. 1 Bullinch street,
Bo-ton. .Mass., (,r Dr. W. H. I’A UK Fit, Assistant
I he author may be consulted on
Phy-ician. N B.
the above us well as all diseases requiring skill and

years.

k. !

a

C<

■

4ljU

is of all others

remedy

the

we

Hors

Fin'lM i:n

m

Hi

!

••

I

stonicah. l’iliou-

Pain

bowels
-ay.
P.wai

in

Cramps
or

Nett

Sight.

at

->

Will
You
Suiter l
fo all persons sullei iug

&c
.•

1 am V Kerosene hump-. -1! ei
Jjilv* r Fruit Kl»i\.
>ii "t l.ad
le
i'uncv
av a
1- lower 1* r |*url,.r -(.11
t1
Cia
Set-. H I.'o-miuti 'lii:..i and
l- unc' Vu'f \\ aluiit I'ictllfe I aim
and
AMI
V tn'! :
tie 1’Ki.S l:\fs
ill
|
tie
Ticketamt on* hail acre lot
&*} 1 h* i 1
m-given
c\a\
plea-an! I \situated at tin- Hi.Aid of the
1 lid',
v I i. i. A111
t!
He! hi st. .'i
>1 a mil" In on
|f.v Too
Depot, i- on.- and u hail -rorv c. v4
l-d. i-\ "■
•ontaiu- t«'ti rooms
peiiecth Sound
••'“‘d m
order recently pail.ted ami i- suitable
lor
h
1 «(
'watt
the -I .-mi -«
abo.it
Apple I p--. A gOOCtitlv wili b. given.
Di-tribution ot Tr-ents will
commence at
-.‘.•lock, a m. U ediie-.hr June
l hose unlit led to <, I 1 I s win are not pie'eat a!
the d
ibut ion will b* duly notiiiej.
A
oi rent register ot the nuuib*-r
t th* ti» k«-t. and
The name and residence o! the holder .v. l be
kep*.
1 hose out of town who wish tor ticket
can obtain
th* ti. 1 y addressing

<

Why

EXHAUSTED

>rnet

Turk

end

.Napkin King

MAINE shipbuilders:
a x 11

,,

<

Tni.i-

'Rtle

a*

Mrr. h 11. 1*7

Hril.-t

ll.M't I
Ived pci

Ei-avey,' and lor

accompaiiv

^ y

HI

Will l><- dj-Trilmlid among t m-holder* >i t.• kef
-uni Hull on tin da
thm
1 allied
Msting *-t
UIClTm
Mild I ml I legant Chuiuo! ••:
lor «ire a in, 1* until
a
Machine-,
--.-wing
and Denty cold Wat--.. Deco: .tied ivilei
'etc Silver Hllttel Dl-le
.Mat I
splendid ( hronto a, Walnut I'lun..

MOLASSES.

NEW

e

I.

111

Holiday Goods, Clocks,

Recently burned out, has rum ! again with u.-w
and con ml ot*' stock, in \\ t-t« rn < >rn*-i
t..
^•'h* ot Muiu St., Stockton. Me.
Prices a* I.n\\ a* the l.mvi
I
R,
tiring Fi-

..

Nurse.
Mrs.

A.N 1)

Pipe,

Fancy Goods,

$3,000.00 I CO
A L!

hk.

llnsT'iX.

"m":

111 N1.K1 1)

PRESENTS!

Alturney & Counsellor al law,

Old

an

I Him

Goods.

Lead

Sheet Lead.

|

PIECES.

Goods Store

in

H E E r A S T

NOTICE

Dry

S. A. RENDELL.

HAYPORD HALL

are

>

Machine Warranted'
tlio 30 Days Plan

on

«»

i: i>

m m

Former

'sf

H

OOFFINi
**r

for

Every

CASKETS

f-

Selling

Sold

at LOW PRICES.

Machines!

Call,

and

FLOltKNC-K

(WH.

.ACC

■

it

\

AM*

BLIC. AM) \V 111 TIL 1 Bo.l \\\'<y

tt\-

i.

l.V

M

-or

irs,

i".

um‘A

l ‘Vfi’di (dr .Mi-it and

I",

<

11

s

inurkfd

CAMS

I;■ *nt ;

!■: i, i

u

Great HecUictiofi

OVERALLS.

WM. M. SIMPSON.
Uelfd.it. March

ml\

1'

>

•

K Ct»A r>

I.OT CAM'S

..r

ul

SHEARS.

l liH

marked
A<

'lyj
Job

Vi-st.

tin* best

condition, and additional buildings erected
I

L

M

-'

Portluud

Simpson’* Wharf,

tn-l

St

v

is

[ilare.

rr.K vs k hi:ah his im:i< i:s
AM. wool, HU'l
IKK 11

>I.ss

< out. Cunt<
trout $<>;> "it.

ha*

t'oru and Flour business

Hair and Tooth Brushes

BHORT
1 In- standard remedies for nil di'ea-es ol the lung'
-t Ii
S Y P.l'l*. S« Ml \'< K
K's pi 1
Si v
'VIi 1» li'Mi llll.l
111 N< K'S MaNIH'.AKI. Pill'
and il taken before the luugsare destroyed, a speeds
cure is effected.
D t lu-se throe medicine- J >i
H
Srhenck, of
Phihuh iphiu, owe- hi- unriv aled sirn
in the u eat
ment of pulmonary disease-.
l iie Pulmonic Syrup ripen- the morbid mutter in
the lungs; nature throws ,i oti b\ an easy expectora
tion. lor when the phlegm oi inuttei i- rijie a slight
.tnd the
cough will throw i: olf, the patient hus n
lungs begin to heal.
lo allow the Pulmonic Syrup to do this. Sehenck
.Mai.driik- Pill- and Svhonck
-eu Weed 1 ..nic mu-t
he tie. ly a-, d to clean-e ’he stomach and live,
'■■heiiek
Mandrake Pills ad on the liver, removing
ail iihstruriion- relax the gall bladder, the bib-tarts ti it ly. ami the h s er ;- s,,on relieved.
Srhenck- Sen Weed i ollic i- a gentle -tiumlauT
and alterativi
the alkali ol which it i- r.impo.-ed
iiiixe- with the l"o.t and prevents
It as
-uiing
si-ts the* digestion, hy tolling U] the stomach to a
heatlhy condition. -o that the food and Puhn niic
Syrup will make good hh-.-d, tin ii the lung- heal,
and the patient will surely get veil it .are i- tak-n
to pi event ft e'li cold.
Dr Schenck can he ron-uitrd at t h«-t^uiin ". Il u--.
Boston, on W edne-nlav .vim
I
'.tit. Apr d h an t
Min 1 dh and •. th.
ev
for
thorough
Advicewillhegiventiee.hu!
i.iuination with the Ke-pirometer, it.
charge iS ).0U.
SclletU’k
1 il
Medi- ill*
.11 iUuggi-;are
t hroughOiit th<- counti
Sch' ii 'k
A linunar <:-.n he had • *1 all I Mui cg•
Irely.ai-p

CLOTHS,

than any other Firm in thi,

t'lifaper

will be let for

Port-mommies,

•:

Cl1

Ladies please call in and see,
and then you will “know how
it is yourself.”

FDMimi SUES!

21 iVTa/in St., Belfast

qliired.

<

23c, 25c,

all entirely
P A T T K R N S

are

N K W

hi at

CLOTHING,

CURTAINS A FIXTURES.
Fancy Goods, &c.

factory

Combs, Selling

says

HIS-

THi:

And Plated Button and Studs.

AND

I2.]c, 20c,

Those Hamburgs have just
landed in this country and

ANDREWS SELLS

LK> t.ir the

only

Bracelets in Great /arioty.

SCISSORS

S

m

;

S LI A W ID

6c, 8c, 10c,

HAU: ymi HEARD what VIIIRMItillBDK SAVS-

Store! Wharf to Let!

Pins, Buttons, Studs,

Lockets and

Higfc

PRICES!

j

••

event wall

\\

Ladies and Gents Gold Chains,
Masonic

(’orn«*r ol‘ .Main He

Yours Respectfully,

<oo o 3D n

....

injured.

\

J

(i

Spi

low Prices,

Extremely

Best Artists.

all and Kxantiue

M

and for sale at

ures

ANI)

ROOM

Ladies, Misses ami

Ismy’s JawElry

Mu. H. H. > rrvi ns
1 n-ar Sir—I hough a stranger I want to inform you
what NT <.i.i'i\i has done for unl/u-t rbri-tmas. Scrofula made it* appearance in
my system -large running ulcer*' appearing on me
a* follows
One on each ol mv arm*, one on mv
thigh, which extended to the seat. one. on mv head
which eat into the skull bone, one on mv left leg.
which became so bad that two physician* came i><
amputat* the limb, though upon consultation cun.
clm’.ed not to d*' *o. a* my whole bodv was so full <>f,
>crofula they deemed it advisible to cut tin* sore,
which was painful beyond description, and there
vv as a
1 be
quart oi matter run from this one sore.
phv'ieians all gav e me up to die. and *aid that the
could do nothing more for me.
Moth my legs wo re
drawn uj) to mv seat, ami it was thought that it I
did get up again I would he a cripple for life
NVhen in this condition I *aw NT i.i.tim advertis'd, and commenced taking it in Match, and followed on with it until 1 had used M bottles, and
this morning I am going to plough corn, a well man
All mv townsmen <a\ i: i*
miracb* to see me round
w alking and working.
In conclusion 1 will s;,y. when 1 wa* enduring
such great *ulbring, from that dreadful disease.
Scrofula, J prayed the I urd abo.eto take me out of
the world, but as NT .1 n\i lias restored tone the
bles*iug- of health, 1 desire more than ever to ii\ e
that I may be of some service to my fellow man.
and I know of m. better way to aid suffering human
ity. than to enclose to you thi* statement of m\ case
with an «*arne*t leapt that you will publish it. and
it will Milord me pleasur.* to reply to any communi
eceiv
ma
herefrom
am. v*ir. vt-rv respect full*..
\n i.i.i am pan t
r:■ -1.
Aver.. !
tc.
Mich dul> lo. is:
,-p i

—

—.

lor

&The

being strung up
plain fig-

are

andmarkod in

Splendid Skylight.
wj
P/lElegant Instruments.

THE

I;

1st ;ccw

Walking Miracle.

J]

^

ALL

Mt"

Winch

STUDIO n

and Nice Rooms.

rjjNew

GREATEST VARIETY AT THE

LOWEST

CURED

MXLLIHEHY!
RECEIVED,
JUST
Latest >Kle**
11

^PHOTOGRAPH

WARE!

Of the latest

-:

>

...

l-S THE

ircular,

»

KILGORE'S

do.

FITS

OH

PLATED

—

HAMBURG EDGES

AND

J

E. P. EVANS, Druggist,
(otrhiml, Muine.

cure

<

J,

Peachy,

ameo,

formerly

as

GLASS,

Carleton, Cooper, Camden.
1'aragou, Dari v, Searsport.
d. (, Drew, Carter, Jacksonville.
.Joe

-’"d,

-OF

CROCKERY,

Porto Rico.

lor

W
l-i.

SCROFVIiJU

tinued

\bby W.ld, Brey, Philadelphia,
iriou Osborn, Boston,
Banner, Curtis, Rockland
Paul Seuvey, orcutt, Sandy Point, J

‘•’"th.

."old ii\
Medicines

Ol'KNINt,

3000 YARDS

Announces the Business of
the above concern will bo con-

ioikn dames, l ve, Baltimore.
Helen Maria. Prince, Camden.

..

-■

NOW

ST., BELFAST.

ei

\11.KD.

s

■

•'

Can

! loriila. <lilmoie, .Jacksom ill.
.\ih\ Oliver, (leorgctown
mjiiie, Ryan, Boston.
\bbv riiaxter. Ni-a/ie, I-lesboro.

i,

March huh.

CL P US & BRt )W\. Propriet«»i's.
.No. vio Pulton Street, New York
Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
s
at l \vi \ \ Pi v r. (’i x
\ B,i\.
nTsp

Burge.

Emperor, Coomb--, Portland.
Helen Maria. Prince, do.
Paragon, Darby, Boston.
do.
Hero, Harris,
doe Carleton, Cooper, Baltimore.
Bosfou.
Exact, Parker,
Lari, < iiimingliaui, Boston.
I ds, Bullock,
do.

i"th,

for no olln-r causes than
having worm*' in the
stomach.
browns v film iff of. comfiis
;v i 11 destroy Worm- with outinjury to the child, be
iug perfectly \V 111 IT'., ami fr* e ti mu all coloring ot
other injurious ingredients usually used in worm

A

21 MAIN

die.
P. M. Bonnie,
Harbor.
\

e

■

T. THORNDIKE,

BELFAST.

OF

IST^^fer

liith, Sell. Henry W hitney, Perkins, Brooks

Sick

and

1859. Established 1859.

AlilMVIllt.
March

NOTICES.

often

;>1

Willi’ NEWS.

,'OaOO'lJay

SPECIAL

IXmiuth, aged

I lore

Mulch J'itln

In Ellsworth, March 4th, Caroline
wife of
Samuel it. Hollis, aged .’1 years.
In Cranberry Isles, March ?th. Mr. Isaac Richards'on, aged s:: years,months and '2? days.

1'lour,
Corn Meal,
Bye Meal,

If.''**-

(idling,

**ars.

JiHtrlUli.

years old at

Maine state Fair in l>; \ h.-ud.ns
Dam of Idaho 1st pi i/e in In-r * I.i-I'ernis for I lie Meanau.
S-I.ou lor Registered Animals; $*>.uo tor Native-*
and tirades, fash at time of seri ice.
W
FREEMAN I'AIITRlDf I I'ro pect

two

the

prize herd.

LOST.
\
ed

bv'

Eak Ji-.wu set wi it
diamonds. The tinder will be suitabh reu aru
the
office of this paper.
at
the
same
leaving
d5tl

BLUE Enamelled

_

by the Wholesale
FIGS Molasses Cream Candy DATES
or Retail at MITCHELL’S.

MITCHELL’S,

Made three times a week at MITCHELL’S

Little Feel*

Harvesting Rent C/cops

by vr.oi;i;\ci; run y.

IVo little feet,

small that both mav nw-tlr
In one eare--ing hand—
Two tender feet upon the untried bolder
Of Life's in\ -terious land.
k>

1> ini pled and soft, and pink

as

;>«

(

now

those who raise

aeh-tre bk*s-

-white !'■ r! along the doubtful future
Must i'< ai a woman’s load:
-inee Woman lias the heaviest burden.
ro-t

And walks the hardest road.
awhile, will make the path before
them
Ah dainty, smooth, and fair—
" ill eii 11 away the brambles,
letting onh
The roses blossom there;
!.

for

-ve.

when

the mother- watehtul
shrouded
Away from sight of men.
\;id tie -e dear feet are left without le
" ho shall direct them then?

-hit

e\r-

i-

me

guiding.

will they he allured, betrayed. d- itel.
1‘oor little untaught feet!—
into w hat dreary maze- will
they wander.
" hat dangers yvill they meet;

o.

" iM they go stumbling blindly in tin larkne—
<»f Sorrow’- tearful shades:'hid the upland slopes of J’eace and F.eauty
Whose sunlight never tade-

11

"

d

'•

*

> go toiling np Ambition’s
i he uommoii world above:

summit,

nameless \ale. securely -helteivd.
" alk -ni
by side yvith Love:

-ome

o.

there be yvlueh w alk late’ tra« k nnwoumled,
" nieh lind but pleasant w
ay :
hearts there he to which thi- lit,* is .»ni\
A round of Ir.ippy day

teei

in.

n..

Fill

they

are

A

read tin* future: For our darlim*
" e
ra\ e all hle—ing- sweet.
ray that In w ho feeds the mim* ra\m" in guide the
baby’s feet.

who

may

W

rhicn for tin Journal

*

:

Progression.

-Iv*»n.l before tin* -acr.-d bu .i..
i'< : op hi- voice to read the word :
'juaiii! *i■: » hurcli a sudden stillness took.
many waiting !,carts beneath hi- lo..k.
-w,-< test !:•*,•« Wi fe stirred.
bc

J'

u

L

and lo! a -udden w intry cold
all tin-flower- of faith that Mavelv
bloomed:
i
t' m
ied upon tin* miracle- of old.
<‘i i.i that
multiplied a luindred-fold.
< »t Lazarus
entombed.

gracious

rare.

c.ip.-d die w and <*f Science lo hi- aid:
r' 1 on«*!i. what we had
thought so fair.
U in tumbling into ruin
light a- air.
Mid left u- sure dismayed.
lb

‘lI

‘'.led them myths that wisdom could not s.-,
l -aid no power could serve to raise tin*
d**ad ;
* hat « iiri-t w a- human born like hi, or un-.
Mul had no rigid to claim divinitv.
< >r halo
round hi- head.

■'L
A

il

Mid when

Tho Dog

Aih iIn ii he spoke the low di-mi--aI
pm > >.
And -oti the sacred benediction fell.
I a .!./ me tilled with
strange perplexing care,
A -mi-c of something lost, I km w not
r
\ gri f I could not tell.

history.

the t 'on vent of St. Bernard
away on the Alpine summit. There in
pleasant weather he was wont to roll about
and play in tin porch w itli his fellows, as
jolly a-any dog. But when the storms
ante on. and the rough weather set in.
Barr, nerved liim-el tor the1 serious business ot hie
With a little casket ot meat
and drink tied upon his neck, and a warm
blanket strapped on his back, he sets out
in search of lost travelers in those fearful
passes. Never a tall of snow so heavv or
a
fog so thick but Barry could find his way.
and hi~ keen scent could discover a traveler at a great distance. If they were not too
benumbed to walk, the noble fellow reIreshed them with the food lie brought,
and gladly parted with his warm cloak,
and vent bounding joyfully onward to
show them the way.
it they were fast
sinking into unconsciousness, he would
warm them w ith his breath and
tongue,
pull at their clothes, and it all Ills efforts
t“ arouse them failed, he would dash off
for other help. I ortv poor wanderers owed
their lives to noble Barry. Surely he lias
earned .a warm, comfortable home in the
valley when Jus age ot' service was over,
and this honorable niche in the museum
when hi- hort life was ended. There he
stands, with bottle and collar about his
neck, as it ready lo start on his old mission,
borne people hve through a w hole life, and
never accomplish so much a
this doeHis home

■

wfu

—

mil m> yearning heart cried out in
pain.
1 cannot climb to
height- -o dim as thine ;
ia avejne below, where -bim-th clear and
plain
he olden ero-ye have denied in \
A Saviour all divi nc.
Lclf.e t. March, 1*71.

(

In

the

I'-Y

AI.1CK

Dark.
A It Y

■A.', tic- spring come bark,
my damn
Ha- the long and
-miking rain
Let n molded into the tender leave»f tie' gay ami growing grain—
1 !.*• leave.- so -weet of barlev and wli.ui
Vll molded out of the rain?
* ’h. and i
Would 1 could -ee them grow.
< »h. and 1 Would 1 could
-ee them blow

All

held and plain—
billow- -weet of barlev and wheat
All molded out .if the rain.
over

lb.-

Are the
In their

flower- divs-ed out.mv duj!iicf.
kerchiefs plain <»j- bright—
him groundwork gay. and th/iadv of M.iv.
In her petticoat pink and white?
I he fair little flowers, the rare little flower-.
l :ik*ng and making the
light ?
< Ml. and
1 would I could see them all.
I m little and low, the
proud and tall
in their kerchief- brave and
bright.
out
of
the
morns
and eve-.
.■dealing
In. brave embroiderv round theii leas,
i h* gold and scarlet
light.
iLive the birds come back, mv darling.
1 he bird- from over the .-ea?'
vre they
cooing and courting too-ethello bush and bovver and tree?
1 lie mad little birds, the
glad little bird
I he birds from over the -ea* >h, and I would I
could -ee them -in
-Ii, an-i I would 1 could ee them -win
In the top <*f our garden tree--l lie mad little bird-, the
glad little bird,
i lie birds from over the -ea !
A"

fill ..1 Wallace, the Arkan
desperado, “ii f riday last, w as a fitting end to a startling career of crime.
Although but
year- of ago. Wallace
had
u-dered no les than live persons
within a comparatively short period.
He
...

began by shooting

they building their nests,

1 h-

IV.

is

responsible tor ||,„
i blowing somewhat
painful chapter:
! Itoi-n days in jail ior
vagrancy," was
tin- sentence imposed on dames
Latterly,
■i nr tv headed
wandering vagabonded' the

happy-go-lucky stripe,

win.

I'll
1

live would he $g.7o a week, and now 1
spend *il.7 and am hungry half the time."

IL

m

gH

IL A

p^

day made by

a

p^

vassing
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NEBRASKA.

Now for SALE very CHEAP
Ten 1 ears Credit, Interest only G Per Cent.
S>

,‘fin,i,it

k 10 Main

at Law!

.Mi ll ‘HKI.l/S

at

CHENERY,

#

I < Umveh St..
opposite 11 ay ford Jltloek.
111.' fro-ting and ornamenting ot Wedding*
•penalty. Parties may rely oil having -uch
No.

Woolen Hose.
I .<1*1

STREET,

Etc.,

Belfast

Savings

mos.

“A Penny

Bank.

j

Saved is

a

>

III K \ KY dealer- in in

FQPP

A-thnia, «'ouglis, Cold-, Lung ( omplaints', \e.
ct1 »r. I- W Kinsman. Pro
Large bottles,
for a ca-e it will not
prietor. Augusta, Main.cure! Try it.
\ddr.
.lest Hook sent f-'rcM*
Ea'teni Look Co.. < oncord. .\ II

—

■J I

v II

1 3

and

r-

Plain and Fancy

r>, sum >,

Checked
-.000

yard-

New York.

Memphis drummer,

FOWLS &, EGGS,
I It l< II A T IV 0 0 II,

hand -oiling at 1J l-i'

\\
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|• r

,

paraton to

a

-«* «►

I'Ve tier

j

-I raw
n

Mattingli a n d

»i»-1 mil

A.-.

In

Candy,

M YIN and < Ross Street*. B. lfa-t. .Maim
beg leave t inform tln ii friend* ami the public
gem-rally, that they at. now prepared to wait upon
them at -holt notice
Ail order* hv-ii.
mail prompt!
att. mled to
-\
A
HI i:h.
I
it':: I
\\
o u IMF
oiie r

G. W. Burkett & Co.,
Itayforil Block. CLurck Street.
BELFAST,

MAINE.

A Joke ami What Caine of it.

Mr. Alexander H. Stephens,
although
not yet sufficiently recovered Irom his recent illness to take his seat in
Congress,
is well enough to sit up in his rooms and
entertain his visitors.
Xothing pleases
him better than to have a
company of
yi ting men about him who tire interested
in political reminiscences, and for their
entertainment, lie will devote hours to the
relation of anecdotes about the
great men
and the prominent, measures of auU helium days.
One ol Jiis stories concerns a
he>n mol of Stephen A. Douglas, to which
the narrator attaches a peculiar significance.
When the Ocorgia delegation to
the Cincinnati convention of 18J0 reached
Washington, its members were entertained at a dinner given by Robert Toombs,
Howell Cobh and Douglas were
among
the
After
gentlemen
the
present.
wine bad circulated
pretty freely, and
when the presidential
aspirants in the
party were in a very enthusiastic frame
u! mind,
somebody proposed the following
toast: "Here's hoping you
may all live to
be Presidents of the United States." As
Douglas carried his glass to his lips, lie
turned to his neighbor and said : “Our
friend wishes you a very long life, Mr.
Cobh." There was naturally a very hearty
laugh at Air. Cobh's expense, and every
guest noticed that the joke was taken in
anything hut good part. In fact, it was
never forgotten nor forgiven. It did more
than any other personal thing, says Mr.
Stephens, to split the democratic party
(for Cobh planned the tactics that prevented
Douglas getting the Charleston nomination,) to elect Lincoln, to precipitate
the war, and “to strand us where we are.”

AMERICAN HOUSE
GENERAL RENOVATION

NEW FURNISHING.

1 he

I 1m
itli
ili* informs 11is old friend--- atul
tin- public t hat In- lias rcsuiucil tin- luaUamlin iit ul‘ the American House, and that he
will proem I at once to rerun at it from : op
to bottom and nturni-h it with entn.K
u« w turintiiic, anil in all
re-ja-iM- niakt ii one «> 1 tinbest hotel- in the State.
lla\ ing had long experience in the hotel hu- on
he tiatters himself that traveller* ami gm-t- win.
patronize the Amerii an lion-.- u ill imd a eu.ni t tide,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
11 N I \\T\s m:.
Bi lfa-t. Nin
iv
Mf

its

Foundry A' Mncliiuisls

Manager of this establishment

customers

public

and the

announce-to

that since the tire he

hash-used and fitted up the Wilder Foundry,
Head of the fide, helfu-t, and i- supplying

superior tooL of every
Xc.. and is

Prepared
with

description. Latin

-.

the

at
it

There are few of us who are not rather
ashamed of our sins and follies as we look
out on the blessed morning sunlight,
Our first parents, alter the first
surprise
which comes to us like a bright-winged had to introduce
themselves, though the
angel, beckoning us to quit the old path following dialogue is not found on recof vanity that stretches its dreary
length ord : “Adam—' Madam, I’m Adam.’ Eve
behind us
—‘Adam. 1 m madam
embrace.

They*

(

Planer-,

promptness and

to turn out

1-1 LSI

By a close attention to business we hope t>> merit
share of your patronage. Give us a call before
purchasing elsewhere. Remember the place.
a

PEIRCES

Mr.

Abbott, Mr. <'base, and all the well know

"Open i.-ors and workmen of
he f.uuid at the new place,

t

he e-tuMishment. will
to wait upon

r<

cus-

1

-OHN

T II It

SWISS

E I'.

II. MOODY’S

GREEN,

LIGHTEST AND
\

THEY

HAVE NO EQUAL
For brilliancy of color, covering properties, fineness
and durability. Dealers and Consumers should use
no other.
For sale by dealers generally and at
wholesale by
J, SORTER & CO.,
.Sole Agents for New F.ngland,
.'{mos.tt
35 India Street, Boston.
Manufacturers & Dealers in Raints.uils & ''arnishes.

WIRE RIGGING FOR VESSELS
and

Riggers should address

JNO. .ROEBLING’SSONS,
Manufacturer., Trenton,
111 Liberty .treet. Now

The
made

Charcoal

by

rior to

the Messrs.
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Roeblings.
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We -hall sell ALL (JOOPS in Stock at
tilM-LVT UKhl'CTIOX of prices. j»r.*-

ad>
WINTERPORT, MAINE.,
toniers.
nndeniuhlv pointed to Wallace as the murA.IVT A. :z0 N
Importer ami Breeder of the leading varieties o!
ollice
in
Pheuix
Low. over (ho. F.
Manager's
lb- was convicted and sentenced
derer
White’s store.
to lie hanged, but alter
in
being jail but a
We are prepared to »lo jig -aw ing and wood turn
short tinii* lie managed to capture his
ing, in any amount and style. Having just put on
“Stock
selected
with
care regardless of F.xpenc.
in
four
number, disarm them,
( ash ( apital,
guards,
some new and expensive tools for the purpose, we
Now Booking orders for Kggs for early deliver)
1,1 is e | laid in Is; 1,
and make ready for an escape. A crowd
■‘an now execute iron planing to \'ti inehe -, and turn
< 'a»h to
order
I
Kffgf
Doz.
accompany
$3.00
the
per
assembled at
jail to prevent his osis;::'
-hatting up to hi feet lengths.
A few Fowls to spare. Brice according to.jnalitv.
-ape, and in the struggle which ensued,
f:i.J
Orders left at the office over
I
White*',
he shot two men who stood in his wav.
I 1 miih iti/ i'lhibit. Jiimn'.
Pnenix Low, will meet with prompt attention.
1 t
1.1.
1 he citizens having placed tour keo-s of
W. W ( ASTLF., President X Manager.
A Ss | 1
removal:
powder under the jail informed Wallace
I VAC C. Al'HOTT. See\\ X Superintendent,
bond* of tin l nited State*!>', 1-i!
ot the 1:1*. 1. and ,1 their determination to
liond* of individual State*.
1:. .1-;
isrn
p.eifast, Sept.
hi*:
I 'a'li mi Hand and in ltauk.
blow up the building if lie did not at once
CHARLES R. THUMBS
< ash in com -e nf trausmi' -iun.
1
surrender.
This had the desired effect,
nil. l’L U'K TO lit Y t Oi l!
.Mortgage 1st leins on Heal INtat- in Ohio,
and lie was firmly secured.
value of property mortgaged, s I \'W On, -1 •. <.'>f
When at last Has removed l»is SAIL LOFT and .11 Mv Mlol*
< ullateral
Loans.’ Aeeru.d Inter,-t ;tnd
he mounted the scaffold he
expressed no to the new building on Swan’s Wharf.
other items, cadi aim*.
.,1.1 1
fear of death whatever, anil stated his!
Hills Heceivuhle,
•«, 1 v.i
PURE DRUGS
confidence of being horn,* away to heaven
Having Superior facilities for making, repairing
1 ot al,
•'t; -j7»* ;
and CHEMICALS,
If
turned
loose, lie said, with and
by angels.
* hit
1<»'
and
ho
calls
l
all
attention
to
hi*
a-iue'landing
sails,
storing
a
TANCY GOODS,
other actual liabiliti- not ( -1..
couple of good six-shooters lie thought
and invites public patronage.
matured, nut exceeding-.
N
CHOICE CIGARS,
he could get away with a good
many of
<• \ZZA M CAN. >. Pr.--it.-nt.
his enemies, but he said they were afraid
SPONGES, &C.,
Highest prices paid tor eveiything in tin ,J 1 \K
I
BY LON I>. NY
I'. Secretar\
to meet him.
i hey- were a pack of cow»■ l-<1 > >K1 i: a ss! Secret a
and
OLD
MF.TAL
line.
0
N.
oMIMlOLK. Treu'.
ards, win had sworn away his life, because tiny were afraid of him.
FRED. ATWOOD, Agent.
timos’H
Wallace
lielfa-t, Feb. •»-!, lsrt.
W interport. W aldo (‘ouut\. \|.
was rel cted to one of the oldest and best
Cox*. Main and High JSti'eots,
*-£Application- fur de-irubie ri<k< solicited.
families in Johnson county. His father,
Wlio has also a large assortment ol
prior t,, the war. was a member of the
Store
TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS,
All ot which he offers
Legislature, and a prominent Methodist
AT PEIRCE’S BLOCK, BELFAST.
very cheap tor
aimi'.i: Pi:i;i-i:itai,
divine.
cash.
Please call and examine heloro
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Shirting

BLANKETS.

& Walker.
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«.H! son. ( IIAlt.MIM,
How «-ith«-r sex may fascinate ami gain the
X
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This Simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, for *.*5 cent-, together with a
Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle. Dreams, Hint- to
f.
Ladies, A queer hook. lUU.OOo sold. Addle
WILLIAM & CO.. Publishers, Philadelphia.
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We haw* also:, full assortment •»(' YI*NTN
iV RAN IN on hand for Children's w .-ar.

T irl Ii]

»>» Wall St. often leads to a
fortune. No risk, h.'-page pamphlet
lor stamp. Yalkntim. I munii>*.t:
& Co
Banker-* and Brokers, \\ all St.,

l'i

At a (..Ult of l’i ol-it
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for tie- ( oitnty r'»f \\ aid
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Vests and Pants.

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,
Sugar and Molasses Corn

OF

to rlOO

on

have just received an \uetion Lot of
these good', and .are selling N ests for
« nts
worth Sl.LJ l-'J cents.

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY
CUBA.
Prospectus for Is;4 now ready. Addl e- (. 1.«* 1;*.
I'PHA.M, No.'* W *-y bosset St.. Providenc* L I.

you 'joprrrt.

save

Ladle’s Vests.

Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &e.. Repaired.
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At their Great
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Penny Earned."

He keep- oi h; ud ;i:l parts of Sewiiii' Machines,
''hllttles, Bobbins, Screw driver*. Needle-. \e,
l*o
ill kind .•! key- for lo U-.

i-ts*.

cent*.

-«*-•-

POM IS mad. nii^or before the 1-t ot any
month, will he placed upon interest every
month, except .May ami
inher ami the interc-t
computed upon the same in dune ami December.
I >eposjts received daily at t h. Hanking Hooin, from
‘•do 1. A. M
md .‘to | p S|
S;tturda\s from
to
1A. ,M
I"iis II. QriMPA
Tri as
AS Y 1-Al Ni l
PieBelfast, duly Id, ism.
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sample bottle of 4<lant»i»n'»
.Botanic BaUam
ail drug
Pleasant, and an unfailing rene-dv lor

former price

i-eiils.

Prepared by l)r.

R.
a*
|■
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DESERT AND

P;!ING

outfVi'inii from

Otis1

;iin

foui diirao' !;mk

taking a /'etc bottles of the

-Hill

IL<
We shall ••lose on! all short length
t hauls at :<o per cent reduction.
\ *w
is the time to gel nice goods for
Miss.-s wear, \ KRN < HI! NR.

17

pegged, made to order
neat lv and prompth d"in
N". -s. (TSTOM IIOI’SF. SQl ARi;.
,I'mlei Journal < Mlic--.
J »’• ('A IKS. J i:..
K. K. s I It KNK.\
Belfast, May
1-r
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vicinity that
give a* good bargains in
in the city, and hope bv
bu-ine-- to merit a liberal share ot

And Insect Powder

•_•*<

I

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

Cl

For Rats, Mice, Roaches, Ants, Bed-Bugs,
Moths, &c. J. F.HENRY, CURRAN &
CO., N. Y., Sole Agents.
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aiita

with an incurable disease) a/lei’
t hi a her
Hitters.
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announce lo the citizen* of
they ate now prepared to
the above as can be bail
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The subscribers
A gHPTTTVr A
XLO X XXllLiX* manufacturers and pro<* Celebrated
W.
Bead
of
Or.
It.
prietor.Akthma Relief, which is undoubtedly the best
Instant relief is
asthma remedy yet discovered
guaranteed or purchase price refunded. We put up
the medicine in box* s of three sizes, whicl* retail
for
cents, hi* cents and si. Persons remitting retail price will have tie1 medicine promptly forwarded
by mail post paid. Samples sent free to am who
desire. < *ur wholesale prices per dozen are S1.?;*,
E rm:n*«.
$:{.50, 8?; per gross, sis. >-v*. s?
ri.i.ri: & Co., Borne, N. 1

:{ O O. O O.

I

Signs, Show-cards.

FOR MT

erert/thhit/ caused bp an im/nne
state of the Jilootl or tlcranyeit
condition of Stomach, Liver', or
Kidneps. The aped /inti in the
Quaker Hitters a prnt/c, soothinp
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining pears, .So one can remain lonp untccli < an/cssaf/lictett

l\ imperfect. selling at 10 ets. each,
worth seventeen rent*

■

strict attention to
your patronage,
to ut’- call-boots, sewed
on -hort ot ice. Repairing

BUY J. & P. COATS’ BLAC:
THREAD for pur MACHIil!

earner

1

Remittent and Intermittent Fe
vers, Ague,(did ( hills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles.
Kidney Diseases, Female Dilliculties, Lassitude, Lou Spirits,
General Debility, and, in /art,

Three Hundred Hollar-' worth of Al l
H EM M El> Limn Handkerchiefs, slight-

ak. a
work
done in the best style «»f the’ confectioner's art.
II.
i- prepared to furnish cake and ornamt nt it.ort
prepare that baked by other partie-. Sai i.-factioh
guaranteed.
".uto>>

New Firm.

handsome Illustrated Paper, containing the //.■■
<tn»! I.mr, mailed free to all parts of the world.
(>.
Address
I
DAVIS.
i.and Commissioner 1. P. P, K.
N u
imam
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ill lliakr kill ..nr
ll I 1 > \'t
ton
I; * •: i! l: 11«i.*
Will l«.«\.
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M
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Dandelion, .Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prc/iured as to
retain all theii medicinal </utilities.
Thei/ inrtiriabl)/ care or
great!)/ relieve the folloirin;/ com
Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
aver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, liilious Attacks,

THREE HrxnifKT) yards of light colored
l>ress Cambrics selling at TJ 1-J ii~.
l»ei >ard. former prices 17 and

CONFECTIONER!

58 MAIN

i‘

Dress Cambrics- filaints:

fur the

Wholesale trade.
S.

Capt.

"

These celebrated Differs arc com
poseil of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
Jlarks, amont/ ichich are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, ll'itd Cherrt/,

at

.Vap.<.

I:«: Tue-ti;
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3KAT AHD I IT

QUAKER BITTERS

St.,(s'^r) Belfast,

MamitaetniVil

THE PIONEER,
A

DR. FLINT’S

JOHNSON,

Attorney

for t hiv mag-

RICH FARMING LAI
frith

I

:»•

ARRANGEMENT.

at Law!

can

14x20 inches, in 17 Oil Colors,
s-j oo
.Magazine, one year, with Mounted Chromo,
.Magaziue. one year, with Cnuiininted Chromo. 1 '.o
1 no
Magazine, alone, one year,
Examine our Clubbing and Premium Lists.
Two First-class Periodicals for the
" «■ solicit
Experienced Canprice of one.
vassers and others to send at once for ternc
and s pacinian Magazina.
Aili1ras< S. E. SHUTES. I'hMMi. r.
41 Park Row, N. Y. City, or Newburg, N. Y.

/h-srriptire I’nniphh'ts,

* Mi a

TELEGRAPH BUILDING, Belfast. Me,

THE YOSEMITE VALLEY,

IN

BOSTON&LOWELL.

It Is.

as

WINTER

&*r.Yll lm>ine.-s entrusted to him will receive
romj>t attention.

Magazine.

■■

ron—

WALLACE,

Attorney

__

Behold It

Patent Medicine

ously—having then

to

GEO. E.

THE BEST DOLLAR MONTHLY.
SB

Corner Miller & C'ongress st».
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<>n the Hth ol August, l.sn, the steamboat Erie, then tlic linest on the lakes, and

A voting* man who was married in Detroit six months ago has joined in the discussion of the question of family
economy
but his little contribution is far from
satis1
do
lie
not,"
factory.
says,
underi used to figure it
stand how it is.
out,,
as I sat with my arm round her waist on
and
all
it
would
then cost
Sunday nights,

Ai.mvr.M.S l>ook

CATARRH!

i.

>

hold her liozzlr attain the bank.
ill the last galoot's ashore.'

grave."

IIL.SIMIM

K I

~

is

which had only made her trial trip previon board a
large numi»T of the citizens of Erie w ith their families and alsothe 'Presque Isle liamf which
had stayed on from the time of the trial excursion—left Buffalo for this port.
It was
bright, sunny day and the lake was
almost a dead calm. When neat-inn- Dunkirk the boat, was discovered to be'on tire
itid the Haines spread rapidly, she was
headed for shore and horror stricken passengers crowded the. forward part of the
boat as she clove through the water. Two
men were standing at the wheel. Almon
Fuller of Wesleyville, and James Latterly
-the drunken vagabond sent to jail yesterday—of Erie. It seemed almost, certain
that the boat could not roach the leach,
and everything that would float a human
being was made use of, as passengers and
crew
threw themselves overboard, but
w Idle there was life there was
hope. Allium Fuller
dropped where he stood, dviiw
at his post. James
Latterly stayed though
his clothes were on fire, his hair burned
hands
and
and
face crisped by the
off.
scorching heat, and only abandoned his
post when the Erie was sinking. A number of persons were lost in that appalling
disaster, hut the great majority were
saved. Tiie wheelsman who had barely
escaped with life and memory of the one
who died where he worked, were honored
then, but that is upwards of thirty years
ago, and the surviving hero of that clay is
only a drunken vagabond who must soon
drop unnoticed into a pauper's

Maine.

Ot

••

.scarcely
ever sober, but who. drunk or
sober, is
harmless to ail except himself. ]],- was a
hero once : one of the type of men in reality
bat John Hays must have
imagined
alien lie wrote the graphic lines of the
piin er of the Pniirit Pell.
■

Wood's Household

CATARRH!

Pure Bred Fowls Insurance Co. of Cincinnati.

Fallen Hero.

Dispatch

a

named Hi' k*-v wit ;otit any
provocation
whale.,
mil alter this he shot a
physit
hirksville named W ard,
cian ol
Shortly
alter the death ol Ward,
.Meet’s
Judge
was shot and killed, and the circumstances

mv durliim.
nibble, brittle ami brown?
\r. they gathering thread- and -iiken
-bred-,
\ ad wi-p- of wool and down,
u"bh timir -ilver throats and
speckled mat.-.
Mel eye- o bright ami -o brown**
* ‘I*-11'5 1 would I could see them
malm
Mid line their ne-ts for !<•• e\ sweet
-ake.
\\ ith -hreds ot vv'ool and down.
Ah the r ey e- so
bright and brow i:;

tin

A

was

<

Belfast,

Store, Main St.

Cured at once by HECKMAN'S CAMl’Holf ICE
WITH (tLYCEKFNE. It keeps the hands soft in
all weather. See that vou get HEGEMAN'S.
Sold by all Druggists. Trice,
cents, sent by until
for :'.0 cents. Manufactured only by HECKMAN &
CO. Chemists and Druggists, I’, o’ Hox ‘New
York.

Barry.

I here is in the museum at Berne an object which attracts universal attention lrom
visitors. It is only the skin of a rough,
ha ry dog. stuffed and set up so as to look
as natural a' life
But the dog tut' had a

we

Over

of the Skin, &c.

Lips, Dryness

Sore

D.,

Physician* Surgeon

G.

rage

cried for bread of.-weet belief.
11; gave II- ‘one- of logic, cold and .lead
ii:i a -eii.-e >f lonelincs- a in l
grief.
b on ine, a- the
Might upon the leaf.
And all mi comfort fled.

<

Whale.

itli great force right at the vessel's stern.
apt Hale thinks Iter mouth measured at
lea't tiff ceil feet, and her under jaw was
felt to
rape the bottom of the vessel as
site glided swiftly away from her unexpected-enemy. 1 he whale fared as badly
as the hark, no doubt, for the
quarter-deck
w as covered with
pieces of the leviathan's
outer skin and the •‘mud" that is found
between it and the tougher hide.
The
Kate Williams was sailing rapidly at the.
and
time,
in about fifteen minutes the lish
was out ol
sight. While the latter could
be seen she appeared swimming about
lo iking for the vessel, and evidently in a

\ud then, with word- of thought and learning

V*

a

ELMEE SMALL. M.

|tcto Jbbcrttscnunts.

w

oilman to..i that trod the new mg -ea.
M marriage f a-i with water
changed to wine,
tli*
weet and
deed-that v\,
il i\. vicidcd unto < hri-t. and
thought to be
A proof of pow er divine,

al:_

by

(

m
<

un

Attacked

channel'
1’lie mou.ter had seen the bark
about tic time the sailor discovered her.
tor she immediately sunk and came up

'!-*•biI!• i

■

Bark

irresistible._

MILLIONS OF ACRES

<

'•

or

A few siimuiei'3 since, Mr. EvarL, at
the urgent icquest of one of his younger
(laughters, sent up to liis country place in
Vermont a donkey lor her use. She had
read about donkeys, but was not familiar
The aniwith their peculiar vocalism.
mal’s strange noises inspired her with the
profoundest pity for his evident distress.
Dear papa
So she wrote to her lather.
—1 do wish you would come up here
As Mr.
soon, my donkey is no tnnesumr.''
Evarts renders this pathetic appeal, it is

i'hc bark Kale \\ illiams. ( a pi Hale, of
lie regular packet line between Boston
1 I aval, wiiieli arrived al Boston had a
irk.able escape on her passage.
Thu
Boston Journal thus deseribes the inciA
deni.
bom line o'clock one morning MEW YORK DAY-BOO It
a seaman a,oft cried out that there was a
A Dr.n i:a n
Wi KKi.v. Established lv>o. li
whale on the ]i -rt bow t apt. Hale stepped supports tr/iitr S/ipm/Kirtf. political and social.
S'.*
To clubs, nine copied for
Terms,
yr.tr.
per
to the port quarter, and almost immediSpecimen copie- fre«-. Address Da v-ltuou, Vu
ateh could have laid his hands upon the ^ ork City.
uppei iaw of a sperm whale, which had
paid an unwelcome \i-it to the vessel Jt
PATENTS OBTAINED- for Inventor*.
was a cow whale about
IS o charge* irdest* successful. Pamphlet sent free.
sixty feet in length,
t\ A. Sn -.w, Solicitor, lluTremont St., Huston.
which had -ot upon them, and had she
'truck the ves-el a little further under, the
Kate Williams would probably never have
been heard from after leaving Kaval. As
it was. the \e.~sel received a pretty good
'hook, and lost a portion ot her miz.zeu

••ml! it be w itli her. tin tender -tr.itiger.
Fair-faced and gentle-ey e,j.
w ho-i- unstained feet* the world
nnl.
highw a\.
wi
he-trange and yy ale:

;

:r

moth.n to keep warm even on a cool day.
t have topped sixty ruta hagas by this method in a minute, when trying hard to
work against time.

few.
Far tllofe thele are who
wander
" ithout a hope or friend—
" ie» find their
journey full of pam- and losses.
And lone to rem'h tin ml.

i.

letter

all oi the kinds
y
enumerated, to any extent. When the
time arrives for pulling, each man or boy
takes two rows and nulls them, and as fast
as pulled
they are placed in one row, side
by side, one deep, and in the same relative
position. The next two rows are pulled
and placed in the same way, with the. roots
of row number two facing those ot number one lly following this plan with every
four rows the labor of gathering the roots,
when topped, will lie found much less.
The main point to be carried out, in pulling and placing turnips or other kinds of
roots, is to bp sure and keep the necks as
With
near in a straight line as possible.
an hour's practice a man can pull and
place the roots in this position about as
fast as if throwing them in heaps.
One
active man can cut oil' the tops as fast as
two can pull.
Kijuipped with an ordinary
table knife the hoy follows the puller,
severing < aeh top in turn, and frequently
two at once, without removing the roots
from the position in which they are placed
by the men pulling, so there is no time
wasted in taking up and throwing down
the turnips, heels or carrots.
The topper
keeps constantly moving along the line of
each vow. eiitttngotf the tops as he walks
along, being forced to make enough of

&om-

Via-!

a

Quinn, in which he says:
parsnips, and turnips arc
very generally cultivated in rows, by

from Mr. T. T.
arrots. beets,

i

In April’- fragrant da> -.
'low ean thev walk among the brier\ tangle1.
the world's rough way-:
l’lle-e

publishes

V. Tribune
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run
IVorkin^
H.-ltingHu |,|»lt **..
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